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Introduction n 

Inn this chapter we will introduce the subject of this thesis: algebraic curves, their 
modulii  spaces and complete subvarieties contained therein. In an informal way we 
wil ll  describe our main results on complete subvarieties of moduli spaces of curves. 
Finallyy we will discuss some open problems related to the subject of this thesis. For 
precisee results one should consult Chapter 1 and the following chapters. 

11 Algebraic curves and their moduli 

Intuitively,, an algebraic curve is a geometrical object that looks like a line, except 
thatt it is not necessarily straight; it may be curved or twisted. Normally, we imagine 
ourselvess a curve embedded in some bigger space: in the plane, in threespace, or 
evenn in a higher dimensional space. 

"Algebraic""  means that the curve is given by polynomial equations. A plane 
curvee can be given by one equation. For example, the plane curve defined by y2 = 
x(xx(x - *)(x - 1) is a so called elliptic curve (see Figure la). In threespace, two 
equationss define in general a curve: each equation in threespace defines a surface, 
thee intersection of two surfaces is a curve. 

Off  course there is a formal definition (an algebraic curve is a one-dimensional, 
irreducible,, projective variety over a algebraically closed field k = k). This definition 
containss an aspect we did not yet introduce: the field k, wich contains the coefficients 
off  the equations of the curve. If these coefficients are real numbers, we get a real 
curvee inside Rn. If we take these coefficients to be complex numbers, we get a 
complexx curve inside Cn, and in the case of p-adic numbers we get a p-adic curve. 

Figuree l a (left) (The real part of) the genus 1 curve y2 = x(x - | ) (x - 1). 
Figuree l b (right) A genus 1 curve over C depicted as a real, oriented surface. 
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Reall  curves are the curves we normally picture ourselves as curved or twisted lines in 
2-- or 3-space. Complex curves are harder to imagine, because the complex numbers 
doo not lie on a line, they form a plane: the complex plane. Hence a complex curve 
normallyy is depicted as a surface, a curved or twisted surface. See Figure lb. 

Onn a real curve there can be special points: points which can be approached 
fromm different directions (nodes), or in which the direction of movement necessarily 
reversess (cusps). Such points are called singular (see Figure 2). The singular points 
cann be computed from the equations of the curve. If a curve has no singular points, 
itt is called "non-singular" or "smooth". 

Itt is possible to get rid of the singular points of a curve. Via an algebro-geometric 
processs called "desingularisation" one can change a singular curve into a unique non-
singularr one. The non-singular curve maps in a canonical way onto the singular one. 

\ \ 

\ \ 

Figuree 2a (left) The curve y2 = x3 has a cusp in the origin. 
Figuree l b (right) The curve y2 = x2(x + 1) has a (simple) node in the origin. 

Theree are several reasons for studying non-singular curves instead of singular ones. 
Onee reason is that one can classify non-singular curves via a topological invariant 
calledd the "genus". Roughly, given a non-singular algebraic curve, one considers it 
ass a complex curve by viewing the coefficients as complex numbers; this complex 
curvee can topologically be depicted as a closed real surface inside threespace. The 
numberr of holes of this surface is the genus. Of course there is a way to calculate 
thee genus directly from the equations of the curve. 

Wee will give an example. Consider the equation y2 = x(x - l)(x — a)(x — b)(x — c) 
withh o, b, c different from each other and from 0,1. This equation defines (in 
characteristicc ^ 2) a plane algebraic curve having one singular point (at infinity). 
Afterr desingularization, the result is a nonsingular curve of genus 2. 

Inn the example, we did not just exhibit one curve. By varying a, b and c, one 
getss a family of curves of genus 2. Each a, b and c define a genus 2 curve, and 
movingg from one value of a to another value, we move continuously from one curve 
too another curve. So each triple (a, b, c) defines a genus 2 curve, and one can prove 
thatt every curve of genus 2 occurs in such a way. In this way, the space of triples 
(a,, 6, c) is a parameter space for this family of curves. 

Inn this threedimensional family, there are distinct triples which give rise to iso-
morphicmorphic curves. For example, the triples (a, 6, c) and (6, a, c) give the same equation, 
soo define the same curve. So this parameter space of triples (a, b, c) is in some sense 
"tooo large": it contains (almost) every curve more than once. 
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Whatt if one "divides out" by all possible permutations? Igusa has shown in [30] 
thatt in that case one gets a parameter space in which every curve occurs precisely 
once.. Such a parameter space is called a moduli space. This moduli space still has 
dimensionn three. Informally this is expressed as: "Curves of genus 2 vary in three 
dimensions",, or: "Curves of genus 2 have three essential parameters". 

Thee general case is similar to the example. If we fix a value for the genus, 
sayy 23, then one can construct a parameter space in which every non-singular curve 
off  genus 23 occurs precisely once: the moduli space M23 of smooth curves of genus 23. 
Everyy point in this parameter space represents uniquely a curve of genus 23. This 
iss a big space: its dimension is 66. In general, for g > 2 the moduli space Mg of 
smoothh curves of genus g has dimension 3g — 3. 

Whatt about limits of non-singular curves? Are they necessarily non-singular? The 
answerr is negative: a family of non-singular curves of a fixed genus over a pointed 
diskk does not need to have a non-singular limit . (Even worse, the proof of the exis-
tencee of a limit with reasonable singularities is quite hard.) The simplest example is 
thee family of elliptic curves y2 — x(x~ l)(x- A). When A is 0 or 1, the corresponding 
curvee is a singular curve. So limits of non-singular curves can be singular. 

Forr the moduli space of smooth curves this means that it is not complete in the 
algebro-geometricall  sense. In topological terms it means that the moduli space is 
nott compact. 

Byy adding points to the moduli space of smooth curves, corresponding to reason-
ablyy behaved singular limits, it is possible to compactify the moduli spacef̂ smooth 
curves.. One gets a slightly bigger space, which is called the moduli space Mg of sta-
bleble curves. It has the same dimension as Mg. The difference Mg \ Mg parametrizes 
singularr curves with relatively mild singularities. 

22 Complete subvarieties 

Noww we come to the main subject of this thesis: complete subvarieties of the moduli 
spacee of smooth algebraic curves over an algebraically closed field k = k. 

Completee subvarieties of the moduli space of smooth algebraic curves are sub-
varietiess of the parameter space Mg. Each point of the subvariety represents an 
algebraicc curve, so the subvariety itself represents a family of curves. The subvari-
etyy being complete means that the family is complete: all limits of the family should 
alreadyy be contained in the family itself, in particular all limits of the family are 
smooth.. So a complete subvariety of Mg corresponds to a compact family of smooth 
algebraicc curves. 

Onn the one hand, a complete subvariety of Mg seems to represent a nice, natural 
concept:: it is a global object parametrizing a family of varying smooth algebraic 
curvess containing all its limits: no singular curves occur in such a family. On the 
otherr hand, algebro-geometric experience shows that this concept is far from natural: 
inn almost all examples of families of algebraic curves one runs into singular limits. 

Iss it possible to avoid singular fibers in a global way? Joe Harris discussed these 
questionss in [25]. The answer comes from the geometry of Mg. One result is that for 
gg > 3, it is possible to construct complete 1-dimensional subvarieties of Mg. This 
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constructionn uses the so-called "Satake compactification" of Mg. Prom the construc-
tionn it follows that these 1-dimensional complete subvarieties exist in abundance. 

Inn the same article, Harris also exhibited higher dimensional complete subva-
rietiess of Mg. He did this by constructing recursively explicit families of smooth 
algebraicc curves over a complete base, in which the total space of the previous step 
servess as a base space of the next step. In this way Harris arrived at complete 
subvarietiess of any dimension. However, as the dimension d goes up, the genus of 
thee curves in the family grows exponentially (the genus is of order 3d). 

Thee central question in this field is: what is the maximal dimension of a complete 
subvarietyy of Mg. (This might depend on the characteristic of the base field.) 

Whyy is this question relevant? If the maximal dimension of a complete subvariety 
off  Mg would be, say, a(g), then any non-trivial family of stable curves of dimension 
biggerr than a(g) would necessarily degenerate, i.e., contain singular fibers. This 
wouldd be a useful argument in algebraic geometry, where degeneration to singular 
fiberss is a well-known technique. 

Withh regard to this question, there is an important result by Steven Diaz. In [14] 
hee gave an upper bound for the dimension of a complete subvariety of Mg(C). Diaz 
showedd that if g > 2 this dimension does not exceed g — 2. 

33 Results 

Withh regard to the central question mentioned above, this thesis contains a number 
off  partial results, which we will present here. We will work over C, unless mentioned 
otherwise. . 

Ourr first result answers in some sense a question of Harris. In [25] Harris describes 
howw to construct 1-dimensional complete subvarieties of Mg (g > 3). He then notes 
thatt this construction is not very explicit and he asks: "I don't believe anyone has 
everr written down a family of plane quartic curves, for example, corresponding to a 
completee curve in M3." 

Inn Chapter 3 we present a construction of an explicit family of genus 3 curves, 
correspondingg to a complete curve in M${C) (see [49]). The curves in the family 
aree not plane quart ics, but curves associated to Prym varieties of 2 : 1 coverings of 
aa fixed genus 3 curve ramified in two points. The positions of the two points vary, 
givingg rise to the moduli. The nature of this construction is very geometrical, so 
thee curves in this family are rather explicit. 

Ourr second result is an improvement of Harris's construction of higher dimensional 
completee subvarieties of Mg. The varieties Harris constructed in [25] had dimension 
off  order log3 g. 

InIn Chapter 2 we present a construction of complete subvarieties of Mg of ar-
bitraryy dimension d, where d is of order log2 g. To be more precise, we give a 
constructionn of complete subvarieties of dimension d in the moduli space of curves 
off  genus 2d+1. This construction can be generalized to obtain complete subvarieties 
off  dimension d in the moduli space of curves of genus 2d+1 + k, for any k > 0. 
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Thee third result improves on our previous result, which tells us that there is a 
completee surface in Mg. Whether or not there exists a complete surface in the 
modulii  space of smooth curves of genus 4, 5, 6 or 7 was unknown. 

InIn Chapter 4 we give a construction of a complete surface in the moduli space 
off  curves of genus 6 ([50]). The construction only works if the characteristic is not 
equall  to 0 and 2. So we found a complete surface in the moduli space of genus 6 
curvess in characteristic p > 2. 

Ourr fourth result answers again a question of Joe Harris. In a series of lectures on 
rationallyy connected varieties [26], Harris asked for 1-dimensional families of non-
rationall  curves without sections. 

Inn Chapter 5 we will construct two examples answering Harris's question. The 
firstfirst is a family of stable curves over P1 which does not admit a section. The second 
iss a complete family of smooth curves without a section. 

44 Speculations 

Wee will finish this introduction with some speculations. Still a lot is unknown about 
thee existence of complete subvarieties of the moduli space of smooth curves. 

Al ll  known examples of constructions of complete subvarieties of dimension > 2 of 
thee moduli space of smooth curves lie in the locus X of curves mapping non-trivially 
ontoo a curve of positive genus. This is a rather "small" sublocus of the moduli space. 
Itt has codimension g — 1. 

Theree is no reason why complete subvarieties should lie in X. Indeed, the 
completee curves inside Mg which are constructed using the Satake compactification 
{g{g > 3) do not lie inside X. 

Too construct explicit families of smooth curves over a complete base, we only 
knoww of one trick: taking ramified covers of a fixed base curve. New ideas are 
requiredd to construct complete surfaces inside the moduli space of smooth curves 
outsideoutside X. 

Evenn if we would know how to construct complete subvarieties of Mg of dimension 
dd > 2, we still would have other questions about the nature of these varieties. For 
instance,, we know that — with the help of the Satake compactification — one can 
constructt complete curves in Mg through any given point. I.e., given any smooth 
algebraicc curve, we can construct a complete 1-dimensional family of smooth curves 
containingg this given curve. 

Forr higher dimensional subvarieties Harris and Morrison phrased this as a ques-
tionn [27]. To be more concrete: given a general point of M5, is it possible to construct 
inn Mg a complete surface containing this given point? Or, in terms of families: given 
anyy smooth algebraic curve, can one construct a 2-dimensional family of smooth 
curvess containing this given curve? 

Anotherr speculation has to do with the characteristic of the base field. In Chapter 4 
wee constructed a complete surface in MQ — but only in characteristic p > 2. Our 
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constructionn may work in characteristic 0, but it may also fail. The latter situa-
tionn is not uncommon in algebraic geometry: in characteristic p > 0 one can have 
phenomenaa which in characteristic 0 do not exist. 

Closelyy related to the problem of the existence of complete subvarieties in Mg is 
thee similar problem for Ag, the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties 
off  dimension g. In this case there is a very striking result by Keel and Sadun [32]: in 
characteristicc 0 there does not exist a complete subvariety of Ag of codimension g. 
Thiss had been conjectured by Oort [46]. This is a very remarkable result, because 
inn characteristic p > 0 the situation is entirely different: there does exist a com-
pletee subvariety of codimension g, namely the locus of principally polarized abelian 
varietiess of p-rank 0 [33]. 

Soo for Mg we could speculate: is it possible that for some genus g complete 
subvarietiess of some dimension d in Mg do exist only in characteristic p > 0 and not 
inn characteristic 0? To be more specific: could it be possible that for g > 3 in Mg 

completee subvarieties of codimension g — 2 exist only in characteristic p > 0 and not 
inn characteristic 0? See [23] for explicit examples. 

Heree we end our speculations. Note that these speculations contain very general 
andd difficult questions, which we weren't able to solve. 

Inn Chapter 7 of this thesis we will present some more detailed speculations on the 
existencee of complete subvarieties of Mg. Specifically, we will consider the question 
off  the existence of a complete surface in M4. 



CHAPTE RR 1 

Overvieww of known results 

Inn this chapter we describe what is known about complete subvarieties of Mg, the 
modulii  space of non-singular curves. The survey will be genealogical in nature: we 
wil ll  start with the basic results and we will finish with more recent developments. 
Inn the second part of this chapter we will study some results in detail. 

Inn the results that we will present in this chapter, the characteristic of the 
basee field plays a subtle role. All of the results will work in characteristic 0, i.e., 
overr C. But since the constructions are geometrical in nature, they will work in 
anyy characteristic which is sufficiently big, i.e., not dividing the degrees of the maps 
whichh occur in the constructions. 

1.11 Complete subvarieties: a survey 

Mumford'ss Geometric Invariant Theory appeared in 1965 [38]. This book put the 
studyy of moduli spaces of curves as algebraic varieties on firm ground. Moduli 
spacess of curves have been studied since the nineteenth century ([47], [10]), but 
thee techniques of modern algebraic geometry gave way to lots of new algebraic and 
geometricall  results (see for example [13]). 

Thee question on the existence of complete subvarieties of M9 was addressed in 
19744 by Oort in [45]. In 1985 Harris formulated a series of questions with respect 
too complete subvarieties of M9 [25]. 

1.1.11 CONSTRUCTIONS OF COMPLETE CURVES IN M9 

Inn 1966 Baily and Borel showed that the so-called Satake compactification is al-
gebraicc [4]. Using this Satake compactification one can construct lots of complete 
curvess in Mg. It is not known to whom this idea can be attributed. Oort writes 
thatt Mumford pointed it out to him [45]. In the following we will describe the basic 
idea. . 

Too every smooth curve C one can associate its Jacobian Jac(C), which is a 
principallyy polarized abelian variety. Assigning to the isomorphism class of a curve C 
thee isomorphism class of its Jacobian Jac(C) defines a map from Mg to Ag, which 
iss called the Torelli map. Torelli's theorem assures us that this map is bijective on 
closedd points. 

Theree exists a projective compactification A* of Ag, called the Satake compact-
ification.. It admits a stratification as follows: 

A*A* gg = AgU Ag-i U Ag-2 U . .. U Ai U A0. 

Moreover,, the Torelli map Mg —> Ag can be extended to a map Mg —  A* [42]. The 
imagee of Mg in A* is called the Satake compactification of Mg. 
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Thee extended Torelli map Mg —> A*g maps a stable curve to the Jacobian of its 
normalisation,, in particular it forgets about the position of the nodes. The Torelli 
mapp Mg —> A* is injective on the closed points of Mg. 

Onn the boundary of Mg the Torelli map behaves differently. The boundary 
dMdMgg — Mg \ Mg is a union of irreducible codimension-one components Ao U Ai U 
. ... U A^/2]  Here Ao is the closure of the closure of the locus of irreducible curves 
off  geometric genus g — 1 with one node. For i > 1, the general element of A*  is a 
curvee having two components meeting in one point: an irreducible, smooth curve of 
genuss i and an irreducible smooth curve of genus g — i. 

Onn these boundary components the dimensions of the fibers of the Torelli map 
aree as follows: 

 on Ao, the fibers have dimension 1 for g = 2, for g > 3 they have dimension 2, 
 on A\, the fibers have dimension 1 for g > 3, 
 on A2, . . ., A[s/2]i the fibers have dimension 2. 

Soo for g > 3 the Torelli map contracts the boundary of Mg with relative dimension at 
leastt one. Hence the boundary of Mg in its Satake compactification has codimension 
att least two. Using the projectivity of A* we can intersect the image of Mg with 
3## — 4 hyperplanes in general position to arrive at a projective one-dimensional 
subvarietyy lying completely in Mg. This proves the existence of projective curves 
inn Mg for g > 3. 

Inn fact, the same construction shows that it is possible to construct a complete 
curvee passing through any given point [C]  of Mg. In other words, given a smooth 
algebraicc curve C, there exists a non-degenerate family of smooth curves X —  B 
overr a complete 1-dimensional base B, such that C is isomorphic to one of the fibers. 

Remarkk 1.1 In fact, one can even show that complete curves exist in Mg through 
anyy given finite set of points of Mg, using a Veronese embedding of the Satake 
compactificationn of Mg. 

Remarkk 1.2 In genus 2 the above argument breaks down (as it should), since the 
restrictionn of the extended Torelli map to Ai has relative dimension 0. 

Remarkk 1.3 By intersecting with 3# —5 hyperplanes in general position, the above 
argumentt gives for g > 4 a projective surface in M5, meeting only Ai and none of 
thee other boundary divisors Ao, A2, . . ., &\g/2]-

Remarkk 1.4 In [17], Gonzalez-Diez and Harvey make this construction explicit for 
gg — 3. They write down five explicit modular forms on A% which cut out a complete 
curvee on the image of M3. 

Kodairaa was the first to give an explicit construction of a complete family of smooth 
curvess of genus > 3. In an article from 1967 he presents a complete curve of genus 129 
inn M6 [34]. 

Thee starting point of this construction is a curve D of genus > 3 with a fixed-
pointt free involution i : D —* D. The genus of such a curve is odd, equal to 2h — 1, 
wheree h is the genus of the quotient curve D/i. Let F = {(x , ix)\ x € D} C D x D. 
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Thenn F parametrizes moving pairs of distinct points on D, which will serve as 
branchh points of a family of double covers of D. 

Ann étale cover ƒ : F' —  F, needed to overcome monodromy problems, serves as 
thee base of a 1-dimensional family S —» F'. The total space is a surface S which is a 
doublee cover of F' x D and which is ramified precisely over the image of the sections 
OiOi : F' —  D determining the two moving branch points on D, with <Ji{x) = {^(f (x)} 
(i(i  = 1,2). The choice of F' guarantees that the double cover S —> F' x D exists. 

Thuss Kodaira obtains 1-dimensional, complete families C —* B of double covers 
off  a fixed smooth curve of genus h, ramified in two distinct points. The covers are 
smoothh curves of genus 2(2h - 1), h = 2,3,4, . .. Moreover, Kodaira computes the 
tangentt map of the functorial map B —  Mg, which turns out to be non-zero for 
hh > 2. Prom this it follows that for h > 2 the image of B in Mg has maximal 
dimension,, i.e., the family C —  B is non-degenerate. (If h — 1 the tangent map is 
zeroo in all points of the base. In that case the image of B in Mg is a point and all 
fiberss of the family C —  B are isomorphic, i.e. this family is isotrivial.) 

Inn the smallest possible case, h = 2, we have a family of curves of genus 6. In 
thatt case, the base curve turns out to be a 64 : 1 unramified (possibly reducible) 
coverr of a genus 3 curve. This suggests that the base curve of a family of smooth 
curvess is rather complicated. 

Inn [17], Gonzalez-Diez and Harvey construct for every g > 4 a complete family of 
smoothh curves of genus g. Their starting point is a curve D of genus 2 which admits 
aa non-constant map ƒ:£>—*  E to an elliptic curve E = (E,Q). Fix 26 pairwise 
distinctt elements tit...,t%£ E. In E2b we consider the translated small diagonal: 

66tt = {(x-rti,...,x + t2b)\xeE}. 

Lett F = ( /2 6)_ 1(^) C D2b. Let AD C D2b be the big diagonal. Then FnAD = ® 
inn D2b, since St n AE = 0 in E2b. 

Thee curve F parametrizes a family of moving &-tuples of distinct points on D 
andd will serve as the base of a family of branched covers of D. As in Kodaira's 
construction,, an étale cover F' —  F is needed to overcome monodromy problems. 
Seee Subsection 1.2.2 for a detailed description. 

Settingg b = 1, 2, 3, . . ., Gonzalez-Diez and Harvey obtain families of double 
coverss of D, ramified in 26 points. So they obtain a complete family C —> B of 
smoothh curves of genus g for every g > 4. 

Remarkk 1.5 In the case that 6 = 1 it is easy to see that (D x D) \ A contains 
projectivee curves. Namely, A2 = 2 — 2g = — 2,soA can be contracted to a point. An 
explicitt map which contracts A is the map ö x D -> Jac(D) with (x, y) i~+ Ooix—y). 
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1.1.22 BOUNDS ON THE DIMENSION OF COMPLETE SUBVARIETIES 

Inn the previous section we gave examples of complete non-degenerate families of 
smoothh curves. These examples give lower bounds for the dimension of a complete 
subvarietyy of Mg. In this section we discuss a theorem by Steven Diaz, which gives 
thee best known upper bound of the dimension for such a variety. We assume g > 2. 

Theoremm 1.6 ([14], [16]), [35]) Let V be a complete subvariety ofMg{k), with g>2 
andand char(k) arbitrary. Then the dimension ofV is at most g — 2. 

InIn characteristic 0, this resultt is due to Diaz [14], [16]. The generalization to arbitrary 
characteristicc is due to Looijenga [35]. 

InIn his proof of Theorem 1.6, Diaz uses a stratification of Mg. Following an idea 
off  Arbarello, he defines closed loci in Mg as follows: 

**g(i,j)**g(i,j)  = {[C]  GMg\3f:C^Pl with deg(/) < i and # r1 ( { 0 , oo}) < j}. 

Inn this definition, the points in the inverse image are counted without multiplicity. 
Clearly,, Hg(i,j — 1) c Hg(i,j). Moreover, for fixed i > g the Hg(i,j)  stratify Mg 

sincee Hg(i,l) — 0 and Hg(g,g) = Mg, because every curve of genus g has a Weier-
strasss point, i.e., admits a map of degree g to P1 with a point of total ramification. 
Diazz then shows that these strata have the following property. 

Lemmaa 1.7 ([14]) The locus Hg(i,j) \ Hg(i,j — 1) does not contain a complete 
curve. curve. 

Thiss lemma is proved using the theory of admissible covers, as developed by Harris-
Mumfordd [28] and Diaz [15]. 

Too prove Theorem 1.6 from this lemma, suppose we have a complete subvariety V 
inn Mg of dimension d. We use the following stratification: 

00 = Hg{g,l) C Hg(g,2) C Hg(g,3) c  C Hg(g,g-1) C Hg{g,g) = Mg. 

Noww intersect V with these strata. Lemma 1.7 shows that in each step of the 
resultingg stratification of V the codimension is at most 1. For if it were big-
ger,, then we could intersect V with hyperplanes to obtain a complete curve in 
HgiQij)HgiQij)  \ Hg{9i3 ~ 1) (here we use that Mg is quasi-projective). Let k > 2 be the 
smallestt integer such that V n Hg(g,k) ^ 0. This intersection is complete, hence 
off  dimension 0. Counting the steps in the stratification, we see that the dimension 
off  V is at most g — 2. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.6. 

DiazDiaz based his proof on an idea of Arbarello from [2]. Arbarello defines: 

WWkk = {[C]  eMg\3f:C->Pl such that deg(/) < k and # /_ 1(0) = 1}. 

Thatt is, Wk is the locus of curves having a gj. with a point of total ramification. In 
thiss way Arbarello arrives at a shorter stratification: 

00 = Wl C W2 C W3 C  C Wg-l CWg = Mg. 

Arbarelloo proves the strata Wk are irreducible. Moreover, he claims that the dif-
ferencess Wk \ Wk-i do not contain complete curves. If this were true, then this 
wouldd give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.6. Unfortunately, Arbarello's proof of 
thiss claim contains a gap. Whether or not Arbarello's claim is true, is still an open 
question.. It would be interesting to have an answer to this question, so we rephrase 
itt in a more concrete way: 
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Questionn 1.8 Let ƒ : X —  B be a 1-dimensional, non-isotrivial (i.e., varying), 
completee family of triples (C, D,p), where C is a smooth curve of genus g, D a, g\ 
onn C and p a point of total ramification of D. Is it possible that all linear systems D 
aree base point free? 

Sincee the publication of Diaz's proof, the knowledge of Mg has increased substan-
tially.. In particular, a lot more is known about the intersection theory of Mg and Mg. 

Inn [35] Looijenga proves that any product of tautological classes of degree d > 
gg — 2 is zero on Mg [35] (Theorem 1.1). In particular, it follows that K\~ is zero 
onn Mg. This gives another proof of Theorem 1.6 which is valid in all characteristics. 
Forr suppose that Mg contains a complete subvariety V of dimension d > g — 2. On 
MMgg,, Ki is ample, so nf is a non-zero number on V. This contradicts Looijenga's 
resultt from [35]. 

Remarkk 1.9 From the previous subsection, the largest known complete subvari-
etiess of Mg have dimension 2log<7 — 1 (1.16). Note that this is very far from the 
Diaz'ss bound. 

1.1.33 EXAMPLES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL COMPLETE SUBVARIETIES 

Inn Subsection 1.1.1 we discussed complete curves, i.e., 1-dimensional complete sub-
varietiess of Mg, which exist for every g > 3. Higher dimensional subvarieties do 
alsoo exist, because they can be constructed. In the literature one can find several 
constructions.. We discuss some of them here. 

Miller ,, in [36], constructs complete families of curves of arbitrary dimension, via 
doublee coverings. He generalizes Kodaira's construction. His starting point is a 
curvee C of genus 3, carrying an involution which is fixed point free. The involution 
iss used to parametrize pairs of distinct points on C. Via a base change, needed to 
extractt square roots of the branch locus, a 1-dimensional family of double covers of 
CC is constructed, with fibers of genus 6. 

Thenn one iterates this construction. On the fibers of the 1-dimensional family 
thatt one just has constructed, a fixed point free involution may not exist. After 
aa suitable base change one can find an unramified double cover of the total space 
off  the family, that itself is a family over the same base such that each fiber comes 
withh a fixed point free involution. The fibers of the new family have genus 11. 
Thiss new space of double covers parametrizes pairs of distinct points, which, after 
aa base change needed for extracting square roots, are used as branching points of a 
completee 2-dimensional family of double covers, each fiber having genus 22. And so 
on. . 

Thee families constructed in this manner are non-degenerate, i.e., the natural map 
fromm the base to the moduli space of curves generically has finite fibers. For the 
1-dimensionall  case, this was already proven by Kodaira in [34]. Kodaira computed 
thee Kodaira Spencer map—the derivative of the map from the base of the family 
too Mg—in a point of the base and showed that is nonzero. The non-degeneracy for 
thee higher dimensional case can be proven with induction on the dimension of the 
base.. We refer to the proof of Lemma 2.2 for details. 
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Factt  1.10 Miller's construction from [36] results in a complete d-dimensional family 
ofof smooth curves of genus | (22 d +1 + 1). In particular, this gives a complete 
surfacesurface in M22 and a complete threefold in M^e-

Remarkk 1.11 Starting with a one-dimensional complete family of curves of ge-
nuss 3, Miller's construction results in a complete non-degenerate d-dimensional fam-
ilyy of smooth curves of genus g(7  4d~l + 2). In particular, this gives a complete 
surfacee in M\o and a complete threefold in M^g. 

InIn [25], Harris improves on Miller's result. Harris refrains from taking double 
covers—insteadd he takes triple covers ramified in one point. This may seem a 
bitt odd at first sight, but triple coverings ramified completely in one point do exist. 
However,, these covers are not normal, and the genus of the base curve has to be at 
leastt one. 

Givenn a complete family X —  B of smooth curves of genus g, with dim(B) = d, 
Harriss uses X as the base of a new family, as follows: one wants to construct a 3 : 1 
coverr W —* X x# X which is totally ramified over A C X XgX. Such a cover may 
nott exist over X, but will exist over some cover X of X. So over X XB X one can 
findfind a cover W ^> X XBX which is totally ramified over A. The family W —  X is 
thenn a complete family with base of dimension d + 1. Using a curve of genus 2 as 
startingg point, one obtains the following result. 

Thesee families constructed by Harris are non-degenerate. As in Miller's con-
struction,, in dimension one the non-degeneracy follows from a computation of the 
Kodairaa Spencer map. Likewise, the non-degeneracy of the higher dimensional case 
followss by induction on the dimension of the base. 

Factt  1.12 Starting with a single curve of genus 2, the construction of Harris in [25] 
givesgives d-dimensional families of smooth curves of genus ^(3d+1 + l). In particular, 
thisthis gives a complete surface in Mu and a complete threefold in M41. 

Remarkk 1.13 Starting with a 1-dimensional complete family of curves of genus 3, 
thee construction of Harris gives complete non-degenerate d-dimensional families of 
smoothh curves of genus 5(5  3d - 1 + 1). In particular, this gives a complete surface 
inn Ms and a complete threefold in M23. 

Remarkk 1.14 Topologically, a triple cover ramified in one point can be constructed 
ass follows. If B is the base curve of genus g and p € B the branch point, one looks 
att G = 7Ti(Z? \ {p}, *). This is a free group on 2g generators a*, ft*,  i = 1,...,g. A 
triplee cover of B ramified in p corresponds to a G-action on three points on which 
nf=i[fliA ]]  acts as a 3-cycle. If we want to do this construction in families, we get 
locall  systems of G-actions, which have sections after suitable pullbacks. 

Remarkk 1.15 Algebraically, a triple cover of a curve B ramified in one point 
pp € B can be constructed as follows. First one constructs an unramified double 
coverr ƒ : C —  B. Write f~l(p) = p\ +P2, and let i denote the covering involution 
off  ƒ : C -»  B. Let £ be a line bundle on C such that C? = 0{p\ + 2p2)- Then C 
determiness a cyclic 3 : 1 cover F —*  C, ramified completely in p\ and p2- We want 
ii  to lif t to an involution i o n F, for in that case the quotient Ffi is a 3 : 1 cover of 
BB branched completely over p. 
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AA calculation shows that the existence of a lif t of i to F is equivalent to Nm( ƒ)(£) = 
OB(P)-OB(P)- Note that in any case, Nm(f)(£)<g>OB{—p) € Pic(B)[3j. Since we can change 
CC by an element of Pic(C)[3] and Nm(/) : Pic(C)[3] -> Pic(B)[3] is surjective, since 
Nm(/)) o ƒ * is multiplication by 2 on Pic(B), we can find a C 6 Picl(C) with the 
desiredd property. The generalization of this construction to families X —+ B is 
straightforward. . 

Thee final construction we want to discuss is the one by Gonzalez-Dfez and Harvey 
fromm [17], which is explained in detail in Chapter 2. 

Corollar yy 1.16 The construction of Gonzalez-Diez and Harvey from [17] results in 
completecomplete non-degenerate d-dimensional families of smooth curves of genus 2d+l. 
InIn particular, this gives a complete surface in Ms and a complete threefold 
inin Mi6-

Corollaryy 1.16 gives the best known existence results of complete subvarieties of 
dimensionn > 3. For surfaces there is a better result. In Chapter 4 we show that if 
thee characteristic is odd, then already MQ contains a complete surface. 

1.22 Some calculations 

Inn Subsection 1.1.1 we presented non-trivial examples of 1-dimensional families of 
smoothh algebraic curves over a complete base. The genera of the base curves turned 
outt to be quite high. In this section we will study two of these constructions in more 
detail.. We will see that in those cases the base curve is in fact reducible, consisting 
off  several (disjoint) curves of much lower genus. 

1.2.11 KODAIRA'S CONSTRUCTION REVISITED 

Kodairaa gave a construction of a complete family of smooth algebraic curves of 
genuss 6 (Subsection 1.1.1 and [34]). Here we present a minimal version of Kodaira's 
construction.. In this section we need the characteristic of the base field to be different 
fromm 2. 

Theoremm 1.17 The base of the complete family of genus 6 curves constructed 
byby Kodaira in [34] is reducible. A refined construction gives a base which is a 
disjointdisjoint union of irreducible smooth curves of genus 9. 

PROOF.. Let D be a smooth curve of genus 3 with a free involution i. Let D' be 
thee quotient curve D/i and n : D —* D' the quotient map. In D' x D consider the 
divisorr E = {{x,y) \ Tr(y) = x}. Each point of E determines an ordered pair of 
inversee images of a point in Ü. We will construct a family of double covers of D, 
ramifiedd precisely in these pairs of points. 

Thee curve D1 maps to Pic2(D) via x >-  OD{^~1{X))- One can check that 
thee divisor class of E becomes even over the fiber product D7 xpic2£, Pic D, where 
Pic1/)) —> Pic2D is the squaring map. Setting B = D1 Xp^^Pic1/?, we can construct 
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aa double cover of D x B ramified precisely along the pullback of £. This surface 
mappingg to B = D' Xplc2D Pic1/}  is (a slight improvement of) Kodaira's family of 
smoothh genus 6 curves. 

Soo the fiber product B will be the base of the complete family of curves we are 
constructing.. This smooth curve might be reducible, i.e., might consist of a number 
off  disjoint components. To compute this number, we study the following diagram: 

P i c1^ ) ) 

D'D' -* Pic2(D). 

Wee are interested in the topological obstruction to lifting the map D' — Pic2(D) to 
Picc (D). The obstruction is precisely the image of the fundamental group 7Ti(Z)', *) 
inn 7r1{Pic2(D),*)/TTi{Pic1{D),*)  * Jac(£>)[2] 9* (Z/2Z)6. We need the following 
lemma. . 

Lemmaa 1.18 The image of iri(D',*)  in 7ri(Pic2(£>), *)/7Ti(Pic1(D), *) is isomor-
phicphic to the image of Jac(£>')[2] in Jac(D)[2] under n*. 

PROOF.. Choosing a Weierstrass point p € D' as a base point, we get a commutative 
diagram m 

Pic\D)Pic\D) Sü Pic°(D) 

D'D' -> Pic2(£>) =*  Pic°(D). 

Thee map D' —> Pic°(£>) factors via the canonical map D' —  iac(D') (using the base 
pointt p) and thus the image of TTI(D', *) is at most the image of Jac(D')[2]. That 
itt is not smaller follows from the fact that on the genus 2 curve D', every 2-torsion 
pointt of its Jacobian can be written as a difference of two Weierstrass points. D 

Sincee D —> D' is unramified, Jac(L>') — Jac(£>) has as kernel a subgroup of order 2. 
Therefore,, the image of TTI(£>',*) in 7r1(Pic2(D), *)/7Ti(Pic1(D), *) ^ (Z/2Z)6 is 
isomorphicc to (Z/2Z)3. As a consequence, the fiber product D' xPic2£, Pic1/) is a 
disjointt union of eight components, each mapping with degree 8 to D'. 

Too finish the proof of Theorem 1.17, note that Lemma 1.18 implies that the base B = 
D'D' Xpic2£) Pic D is reducible. Its components are unramified coverings of D' of 
degreee 8. By the Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula, these are curves of genus 9. D 
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1.2.22 T HE CONSTRUCTION OF GONZALEZ-DIEZ AND HARVEY REVISITED 

Wee will give a more detailed description of the construction of Gonzalez-Diez and 
Harvey,, who construct complete families of smooth curves of genus g, for every g > 4 
(Subsectionn 1.1.1 and [17]). We will study the genus 4 case in more detail. As in 
thee Kodaira example, we can show that the base curve is reducible. In the following 
thee characteristic of the base field is different from 2. 

Theoremm 1.19 The base of the complete family of genus 4 curves constructed by 
Gonzalez-DiezGonzalez-Diez and Harvey in [17] is reducible. A refined construction gives a 
basebase which is a disjoint union of irreducible smooth curves of genus 9. 

PROOF.. Let E be an elliptic curve and u, v two distinct points on E. The linear 
systemm \u + v\ determines a 2 : 1 map ÜJ — P1, which has four ramification points 
tuo,, w\, u>2, VU3. The square roots of u + v € Pic2(E) are all effective, given by 
thee Wi. Choose one, say WQ. Let wo = 0 be the origin of E. 

Lett ƒ : D —  E be the 2 : 1 covering branched in the two points u and v that 
iss determined by the square root wo- Denote the corresponding ramification points 
inn D by ü, v. Then ƒ*(()) = /*(«>o) ~ ü + v. This determines the hyperelliptic g\ 
onn D. Moreover, the Weierstrass points of D are given by f~l{wi), i = 1,2,3. By 
thee Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula D is a curve of genus 2. 

Lett t € E be a point different from 0. Our construction will depend on E, u, v 
andd t. A priori these data will be general, but at some point we will specialize u, v 
andd t. 

Lett F C D x D be the pullback via ƒ x ƒ of the translated diagonal A$: 

AAtt = {(x,x + t) \xeE] C ExE. 

Thenn F C Dx D\A. The projections on the first and second coordinate give maps 
7Ti,, 7T2 : F — £>, which are of degree 2: 7Ti is branched over f~l{u — t) and f~x{v — t), 
7T22 is branched over f~l(u+t) and / - 1( i ; + t ) . So for general t, the curve FmDxD 
iss a non-singular curve of genus 5. 
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Wee need the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 1.20 In the diagram 

Pic\D) Pic\D) 
II  L~£®2 (J) 

7T1+7T22 „ 
FF —  Pic2(L>) 

thethe image of TTI(F, *) in iri(Pic2(D), *)/7Ti(Pic1(D), *) equals E[2], the kernel of 
multiplicationmultiplication by 2 on E. 

PROOF.. The following diagram commutes: 

{L,d)^(L-d,d) {L,d)^(L-d,d) 
Pic^D)) x D —  Pic°(£>) x D 

II  (x2,idD) | (x2,idD) 
Oi+7r2,7r2)) (L,d)i~»(L-2d,d) 

FF —  Pic2(D) xD —> Pic°(£>) x D 

Thiss shows that the fiber product of diagram (1) equals the fiber product of the 
followingg diagram. 

Pic°(Z>) ) 
1 L ^^ ( 2) 

FF —>  Pic°(D). 

Soo the topological obstruction of lifting the map F — Pic2(£>) to F —> Picl(D) 
inn (1) can be computed from (2). Therefore we compute the image of ni(F, *) in 
jri(Pic°(D),*)/sq#(?r1(Pic0(I?),*))) = Jac(D)[2]. 

Lett Nm = Nm( ƒ) : Pic°(D) -» Pic°(E) be the norm map induced by ƒ : D -> E. 
Byy definition the image of F in diagram (2) equals Nm_ 1( - t ) . This is an elliptic 
curve;; it is the (translated) Prym variety associated to ƒ : D —* E (see [39]). Denote 
thiss curve by E'. 

Thee monodromy group of (2) then equals E'[2]. But the 2-torsion subgroup 
£[2]]  is mapped isomorphically onto the 2-torsion subgroup of Nm_1(0) = E' via 
thee following injection (see [39]): 

f*:Ef*:E  = Pic°(£) -» Pic°(D). D 

Wee finish the proof of Theorem 1.19. By Lemma 1.20 the base of the family C —> B 
constructedd by Gonzalez-Diez and Harvey is reducible. More precisely, the family 
existss already over a 4 : 1 cover of (the normalization of) F. This means that for 
generall  u,v € E and general t E E the base of this family has genus 17. 

Butt if we specialize u,v e E and t £ E we can do better. Choose u, v and t 
inn such a way that u - v € E[2] and t = u - v. Then (ü, v) and (ü, ü) are singular 
pointss of F, locally given by x2 — y2. In this case F has two simple nodes, and the 
normalizationn AT of F has genus 3. The base of an irreducible component ofC—>B 
iss then a 4 : 1 cover of N, so has genus 9 by the Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula. D 
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Wee will finish this section by calculating the number of hyperelliptic fibers and 
thee number of fibers carrying a so-called vanishing theta-null (a base point free g\ 
withh 2g\ = K). We will do these calculations on the irreducible families C —  B 
fromm Theorem 1.19 in which t € E is general. Note that for these families, the base 
iss irreducible, but the genus of the base may be greater then 9. 

Wee need the following lemmas. 

Lemmaa 1.21 Let (p, q) e F and let g : C -> D be a double cover of the genus 2 
curvecurve D, branched in the two points p and q, and determined by a square root £ 
ofOoipofOoip + q)- Suppose that t £ £[2]. Then C is hyperelliptic if and only if £ is 
effective,effective, i.e., £ = Oo{r) for some point r € D (in which case p + q is a divisor 
inin the hyperelliptic g\ on D). 

PROOF.. If we assume that £ is effective, then the equivalence g*(r) ~ p + q imme-
diatelyy yields a g\ on C, i.e., C is hyperelliptic. 

Onn the other hand, if C is hyperelliptic, then the hyperelliptic involution i 
commutess with the involution j associated to the map g : C —> D. The ten fixed 
pointss of i are the Weierstrass points of C. They map to the six Weierstrass points 
off  D. 

Eitherr p and q are fixed by i or interchanged by i. The first possibility is excluded 
byy the assumption that t £ E[2}. For in that case p and q would be Weierstrass 
points,, so that p - q would be in D[2],  implying t € E[2]. 

Soo the ramification points p and q are interchanged by i, and p+q is a divisor in 
thee g\ on C. Likewise, p + q is a divisor of the g\ on D. The ten Weierstrass points 
off  C map onto five Weierstrass points of D. This leaves one Weierstrass point r 
onn D, having the property that 2r ~ p + q and ) ~ p + q. Set £ = öp{r). D 

Lemmaa 1.22 Let (p,q) G F and let g : C —> D be a double cover of the genus 2 
curvecurve D, branched in the two points p and q, and determined by a square root 
CC oför>(p + q). Suppose C is not hyperelliptic. Then C has a vanishing theta 
nullnull if and only if 

££ e {  0D{q + a - a') \ a € D } C Pic^D). 

HereHere ' denotes the hyperelliptic involution. 

PROOF.. Since C is not hyperelliptic, £ is not effective (see Lemma 1.21). Then 
K®CK®C is base point free and has h° = 2. This means we can find a divisor q + a + b G 
|KK ® £|. Hence £ ~ 0D{q + a-hi). Pulling back to C gives p + q + f*(b') ~ 
2q2q + f*(a), i.e., 

pp + r(b')~q + f*(a). 

Soo this equivalence gives one g% on C. If we add the left hand side and the right 
handd side, we get p+q + f*(a + t/). This equals KQ if and only if a + É/ is a canonical 
divisorr on D, i.e., a = b. So the g\ obtained is a vanishing theta null if and only 
iff  £ is of the form Oo(q + a — a'). Ü 
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Propositionn 1.23 Ift e E is general, the irreducible families from Theorem 1.19 
havehave twelve hyperelliptic fibers. 

PROOF.. In the construction, the curve F c D x D\A plays a central role. It 
admitss natural maps to Pic°(Z>) and Pic2(D). First we will focus on these maps 
separately.. In the final stage of the proof we will study the link between these maps. 

Thee construction of Theorem 1.19 gives a commutative diagram: 

F'F' -  E" c Pic°(£>) 

AA I i * 2 (3) 
7T1-7T22 . n 

FF — E' c Pic°(£>). 

Heree F' is the base of an irreducible component of the families constructed in 
Theoremm 1.19. It is the fiber product of F and E" over £", where E' and E" 
aree elliptic curves. More precisely, E' = Nm^\E(-t) C Pic°(£>) is the image of 

FF — Pic (D) and E" is a component of the inverse image of E' under the squaring 
mapp x2 : Pic°(£>) -+ Pic°(D). 

Similarly,, we have a commutative diagram: 

Pic^D) ) 

(4) ) 

F' F' 

1 1 
F F 

-> > 

7T1+7T2 2 

Pic^D) ) 
|| x2 

Pic2(£>). . 

Thee map F -» Pic2(£>) factorises as F C D2 -> £><2) -> Pic2(£>). Since t is general, 
FF C D x D is not symmetric. Furthermore, D  ̂ —  Pic2(L>) is an isomorphism 
outsidee the canonical system \Kp\, which is contracted to a point. So F —  Pic2(D) 
iss birational onto its image. 

However,, F — Pic2(D) is not an isomorphism onto its image. We claim that 
theree are eight pairs (a, b) on F which, via the sum map, are mapped to the hyper-
ellipticc g\ e Pic2(D). I.e., Im(F) C Pic2(£>) has an eightfold point. 

Too see this, suppose that (a, b) € F and a + b € \KD\. Then NmD/E(b - a) — 
tt and NmD / E(a + b) = NmD/E{KD) = k. Therefore 2NmjD/£(a) = k - t and 
NmD/£;(2&)) = k + t. This gives four possibilities for Nm^/^a) e E; the same for 
NmNmDD//EE(b).(b). Correspondingly there are eight possibilities for a and b in D. This 
resultss in eight points (a, b) in F such that a + b = a + a' ~ /sT .̂ Note that 
{{  NmD/E{b) | 3a : (a, ö) e F, a + b ~ /fD }  is an £[2]-orbit in £. We will need this 
laterr on. 

Notee that on F we have eight hyperelliptic pairs (a, b). The inverse images in F' 
off  such a pair consists of four points. Such a point is completely determined by its 
imagee (a, 6) in F and by its image in Pic^D) which is a square root of a + b ~ KQ 
(diagramm 4). By diagram 3, the inverse image in F' over a point (a, 6) e F is a E'{2\-
orbit.. On the other hand, the square roots in Pic^D) of KB form a Pic°(Z?)[2]-orbit. 

Thee central question is: How do the 8 x 4 = 32 roots of KD on F' compare to the 
166 roots of KD in Picx(D)? We claim that on F' we obtain the full Pic°(D)[2]-orbit 
twice. . 
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Too link the maps from F to Pic°(D) and to Pic2(£>), we have the following diagram. 

(L,d)<-^(L-d,d) (L,d)<-^(L-d,d) 
F'F' —> V\cl(D) x D —>  Pic°(D) x D 
|| 1 (x2,idD) 1 (x2,idD) (5) 

(7ri+x2,jr2)) (L,d)^(L-2d,d) 
r̂r —„ Pic2(D) x D —  Pic°{D) x D 

Too prove the claim, consider two different points of F' both mapping to Kry. Let 
(a,, 6) and (c, d) in F be the corresponding points in F, and L respectively M be the 
correspondingg roots in Pic°(D), so that 2L ~ a-b and 2M ~ c-d. By construction, 
LL and M differ by an element of F/[2]. 

Thee corresponding roots of KD axe L + b and M + d. The difference (L + b) -
(M(M + d) is an element of Pic°(D)[2]. The set of all possible differences is a sub-
groupp G of Pic°(D)[2]. Obviously, E'[2]  C G. But NmD / £(L + b - M - d) = 
NmNmDD//EE(b-d),(b-d), since L-M e E'[2\. Moreover, NmD/E{b-d) € Ü?[2] and, as noted 
above,, NraD/E maps all possible differences b-d surjectively onto £"[2]. So we see 
thatt Nni£>/£ : G C Pic°(£>)[2] —» E[2] is surjective and that its kernel contains E'[2). 

Hencee G = Pic°(£>)[2]. 
Thiss means that on F' we get every root of Kp at least once. Since we have 32 

roots,, we obtain every root in fact twice. So on F' we obtain a total of 2  6 = 12 
effectivee roots of Kjy. D 

Propositionn 1.24 If t e E is general, the irreducible families constructed above 
containcontain 16 fibers with a non-degenerate vanishing theta null. 

PROOF.. We need the same setup as in the proof of Proposition 1.23. In particular 
wee focus on the map F -* Pic°(D) (diagram 3). Moreover, E' = N m ^£ ( - t ) , and 
forr s e E with 2s = —t we have E" = Nm~Us ). 

Usingg Lemma 1.22, the fibers with a vanishing theta null correspond to the 
intersectionn of E" and the curve {a - a' \ a e D} 'm Pic°(D). The norm of 
a-a'a-a' equals 2NmD/£;(a) and has to be equal to s. Hence for NmD/£;(a) we have 
fourr possibilities on E. This gives eight possibilities for a 6 D, which give eight 
intersectionn points on E" (since t e E is general). 

Wee claim that over these eight intersection points the map F' —*  E" is un-
branched.. Since E"  E' is étale, it suffices to understand the branching of 
FF —  E". As one can check, this map has degree two: it identifies (u, v) € F 
withh (v',u') € F. Its branch points are the points 6 - it € Pic0(£>) which map to 
-t-t e E. So 2NmD/£;(&) = - i , which gives eight branch points. It is straightforward 
too check that via the multiplication by 2 map E" -» E none of the eight intersection 
pointss a - a' on E" maps the eight branch points b -1/ on E'. This gives 16 points 
onn F' corresponding to fibers with a nontrivial vanishing theta null. D 

Theoremm 1.25 In the construction above, for p,q E D and t £ E general, the 
degreedegree of X on the base of each irreducible component of the families equals 4. 
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PROOF.. We recall part of the construction. In the diagram below C —  F' is a 
completee family of smooth double covers of D over the irreducible complete base F'. 
Thee curve F' is a 4 : 1 étale cover of F. 

C C 
ÏP ÏP 

F'xDF'xD —>  FxD —  D 

ii  Ï 
F'F' — F 

Thee surface C is a double ramified cover of F' x D. The branch locus on F' x D is 
aa union E — Ei + £2 of the images of the two sections F' —* F' x D induced by the 
twoo projections of F to D. The corresponding ramification locus on C is denoted 
byË. . 

Lett u be a 1-form on D, let Q be the pullback to F' x D and Ü the pullback to C. 
Thenn Ü is a section of H°(C,KC/F,). Denote by (ft) the divisor of the 1-form Q. 
Thenn (Q) = p*(Q) + Ê. 

Wee will compute the intersection number (Q.)2, which usually is denoted by «i. 
Thee degree of A on F' will follow from the relation K\ = 12 A - 6, which holds on Mff . 
Wee have 

(Q)(Q)22 = (p*(Q) + È)2 = 2p*(0)E + t2 = 2ft£ + i £ 2 . 

AA straightforward calculation gives 

QQ  E = 2 deg(F' - F) deg(AT£>) degfa : F -> £)) = 32 

and d 
E22 = 2A2 deg(F' — F) degf̂  : F — £>) = -32, 

wheree A2 is the self-intersection of A in D x D. Note that E1E2 = 0, because 
FF n A = 0. Since F2 = 0 one might be tempted to think that E2 = 0. But E*  is a 
pullbackk o f A c ö x ö , not of F. For details we refer to the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Resuming,, we get Sr = /ci = 48, hence \p> = 4. D 

Remarkk 1.26 We perform a check. Hyperelliptic fibers have 10 vanishing theta 
nullss (determined by the 10 Weierstrass points), while a non-hyperelliptic fiber has 
onlyy one vanishing theta null. This gives a total of 136 = 12  10 + 16 intersection 
pointss with the locus of curves with a vanishing theta null, for t e E general. 

Thee locus of curves with a vanishing theta null is a divisor on M4, and its class 
inn Pic(M4) equals 34A (see [20], p. 423). Restricted to the base of the family, this 
divisorr has degree 34  4 = 136, which checks. 
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Explici tt  complete subvarieties of dimension d in 
M 2d+i i 

Abstract.. We describe a construction of complete subvarieties of Mg with 
dimensiondimension of order \og2(g). 

Inn [25] Joe Harris describes a construction of higher dimensional subvarieties of Mg, 
followingg a construction of Kodaira's: given a complete family n : X —> B of smooth 
curvess of genus g, one looks at the family of all curves of genus 3^ — 1 that are triple 
coverss of fibers of n totally ramified over one point. This gives a family of dim(£)+1. 
Startingg with a fixed genus 2 curve C —> Spec(C) of genus 2, this construction gives 
risee to complete subvarieties of dimension d in Mg, where g = | ( 3d — 1) +2. In this 
wayy we get complete subvarieties of Mg with dimension of order log3(#). (If one 
startss with P1 or an elliptic curve, one gets families without moduli.) 

Inn this chapter we improve on this result. We will construct subvarieties of 
MMgg with dimension of order log2(<?). To be more precise, we will exhibit complete 
subvarietiess of dimension d in M^+i . This construction was suggested in [17], but 
hass not found its way into the literature yet. 

Theoremm 2.1 For every d > 1 there exist in M2d+i complete subvarieties of di-
mensionmension d. 

InIn fact, we show a stronger statement, see Theorem 2.3. In showing the theorem 
above,, we exhibit non-degenerate families of smooth curves X —  B, for which the 
basee B is complete and has dimension d and the genus of the fiber is 2d+1. Non-
degeneratee means that the functorial map B — M^+i , sending b to [X&] € M2d+i, 
genericallyy has finite fibers. Our base field is C. 

2.11 The basic step 

Thee basic ingredient in our contruction is the following lemma, which we will apply 
recursively. . 

Lemmaa 2.2 Suppose we are given the following data: 
(i)(i)  a smooth algebraic curve TTQ : Xo —* Spec(C); 
(H)(H) a non-degenerate family ni : X\ —* B\ of curves of genus g > 1, smooth 

overover a smooth base B\; 
(Hi)(Hi)  maps X\ —  Xo and B\ —* Spec(C) commuting with the iti, such that the 

inducedinduced map on the fibers of the families is a finite map of curves; 
(iv)(iv) in Xo x Xo an irreducible, complete curve Wo not meeting the diagonal. 

ThenThen there exists a non-degenerate family 7T2 : X2 —* B2 of smooth curves of 
genusgenus 2g, with smooth base B2 and dim(i?2) = dim(Bi) +1. Moreover, there is a 
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mapmap of families -K2 —  ^1 such that the induced map on the fibers is a finite map 
ofof curves. In particular, we obtain data as above, but with (Xx, B\) replaced by 
(X(X22,B,B22): ): 

X2X2 —*  X\ —> XQ 

ll  1Ï2 J. 7Ti J, 7To 

BB22 —* Bx —> Spec(C) 

Finally,Finally, if B\ is complete, then B2 can be chosen to be complete as well. 

PROOF.. STEP 1 is the construction. In Xo X XO the curve Wo parametrizes pairs 
off  distinct points of XQ. Let W be an irreducible component of the inverse image 
off  VT0 under the map Xi xBl X\ —* XQ x XQ. Then W parametrizes pairs of distinct 
pointss in the fibers of X\ —  B\. 

Lett V be a desingularisation of W. Set Y = X\ xBl V. Then Y —  V is a family 
off  curves, smooth over V. It has two disjoint sections si, s2 induced by the two 
projectionss of W onto X\. With these sections Y —> V is a family of two-pointed 
curves.. Note that Y is smooth since V is, and that the divisors s»(V), i = 1,2, meet 
thee fibers of Y -> V transversally in Y. Set T = si{V) + s2(V) € Div(Y). 

Forr our construction we need a line bundle L onY satisfying L2 = Oy{Y). Such 
aa bundle may not exist over the base V. Pulling back along a finite étale cover 
V'V' —> V of V such an L will exist, as we presently show. 

Indeed,, let VQ be the normalisation of Wo, and consider To C Xo x Vó, the 
divisorr associated to the corresponding sections of Xo x VQ —> VQ. Clearly, V is the 
pullbackk of To- Let VQ' —> VQ be (a component of) the finite étale cover associated to 
thee kernel of TTI(V0) -» #i(Vo, Z/2Z). The class of the pullback of T0 to X0 x Vg is 
zeroo in H2(X0 x Vg, Z/2Z), as Atiyah shows in [3]. So let V' = V xVo Vg. Then the 
classs of T' - T x v V' C Y' = Y xv V' is zero in H2{Y', Z/2Z), and V' determines 
ann even class in H2(Y', Z). Since P\c(Y') is an extension of the Neron-Severi group 
byy a divisible group, there exists a line bundle L satisfying L2 = ö y ( r ' ). 

Wee continue the construction. By standard arguments, there exists in the total 
spacee of L a double cover X2 of Y', ramified precisely along T'. Setting B2 = V' 
givess a new smooth family of algebraic curves n2 : X2 —> B2. The fiber {X2)b2 is a 
doublee cover of (Xi)^ , where b\ is the image of b^vn. B\, and this cover is ramified 
preciselyy over the tuple Im(&2) G W. By Riemann-Hurwitz, the fibers of ir2 have 
genuss 2g. The dimension of the base B2 equals dim(B\) + 1. The construction is 
summarizedd in the following diagram. 

X 22 —  L 

\\ 1 
Y'Y' —, Y = VxBlX1 

ÏÏ  1 
BB22 = V' —> V —  W c Xi xBl Xi —+ Xi 

Xi i fll fll 
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STEPP 2. We claim that the map B2  M2g is non-degenerate. First note that the 
generall  fibers of B2 —*  B\ parametrize double coverings of a fixed genus g curve. 
Thee restriction of B2 —  M2g to such a fiber is non-degenerate. This follows from a 
directt calculation of the Kodaira-Spencer map, as in [34] (here we need that g > 1). 

Secondly,, suppose Z C B2 is irreducible, one-dimensional, and contained in the 
generall  fiber of the map to M2g. Then we have maps of families: 

XX22 xB2 Z —> Xi xBl Im(Z) 
11 I 
ZZ —  Im(Z) C Bi 

Sincee Z is not be contained in a fiber of B2 —  B\, lm(Z) C B\ is one-dimensional. 
Ass Z maps to a point in M2S, the fibers of X2 XB2 % ~* % a re a^ isomorphic. Since 
X\X\ -  ̂ Bi is non-degenerate, this would give a curve F of genus 2g (the fiber of 
XiXi x#2 Z —*  Z) doubly covering infinitely many, pairwise non-isomorphic curves of 
genuss g. This is absurd, since F has a finite automorphism group. D 

PROOFF OF THEOREM 2.1. To obtain the required families, let XQ be a smooth 
genuss 2 curve. Consider the map XQ X XQ —* Jac(Xo), sending (P,Q) to [P — Q]. 
Thiss map is birational, and A is blown down to the origin. Let WQ be the inverse 
imagee of a curve in Jac(Xo) which does not contain the origin. Then WQ is a 
completee curve in XQ X XQ not meeting the diagonal. 

Applyingg Lemma 2.2 to X\ = XQ yields a complete, non-degenerate, one-
dimensionall  family X2 —* Bi of genus 4 curves. Applying it to X2 —* £2 yields 
aa complete, non-degenerate, two-dimensional family X3 —* B3 of genus 8 curves. In 
thiss way we obtain for any d non-degenerate families of smooth curves of genus 2d +1 

overr a complete base of dimension d. O 
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2.22 A refinement 

Withh a minor modification of Lemma 2.2, we can sharpen Theorem 2.1 to obtain a 
strongerr statement. 

Theoremm 2.3 For every d > 1 and every g > 2d+1 there exist complete subvarieties 
ofof Mg of dimension d. 

PROOF.. The idea is to modify Lemma 2.2. We choose XQ such that it admits a map 
ontoo an elliptic curve E. Instead of a complete curve in XQ X XQ we take for any 
kk > 1 a complete curve in XQ* not meeting the big diagonal A = {  (x i , . . ., X2*): ̂ i = 
XjXj for some i ^ j}. Such a curve parametrizes 2A>tuples of distinct points on XQ. It 
iss possible to find such a curve. Indeed, inside E2k take {  (e, e+t\,..., e-j-t2Ar): e € E} 
withh ti / tj for i ^ j . I.e., we translate the small diagonal {  (e, e, . . ., e): e £ E } 
alongg the coordinate directions in such a way that it does not meet the big diagonal. 
Thenn simply take the inverse image of this curve via the map X^k —> E2k. 

Noww one can redo the construction of Lemma 2.2, taking double covers ramified 
nott in 2 points, but in 2k points. This will result in a family TT2 : Xi —* B2 with 
dim(Z?2)) = dim(Bi) + 1 with the genus of the fibers of 7T2 : X2 —> Bi being equal to 
2g2g + k-l. 

Too prove the theorem, take g > 2d + 1. Write g = 2d +1 + m with m > 0. We start 
withh a bi-elliptic base curve XQ of genus 2. We apply the construction of Lemma 2.2 
{d{d — 1) times, to arrive at a (d — l)-dimensional family of smooth curves of genus 
22 . With the help of the described modification of Lemma 2.2 we construct in the 
finalfinal step a d-dimensional family of double covers of curves of genus 2d ramified in 
2mm + 2 distinct points, to arrive at a family 71̂  : Xj —* B  ̂ of smooth curves of genus 
gg = 2d+1 + m. 

Thee image of the functorial map B  ̂ —* Mg is a complete subvariety of Mg of 
dimensionn d, as is seen easily. D 

2.33 Minimalit y of the construction 

Inn the construction described above we start with a (bi-elliptic) genus 2 curve X\ = 
XQ,XQ, given rise to a 1-dimensional family of smooth curves of genus 4. If we would 
havee started with a elliptic curve X\ — XQ, then the result is a complete family 
X2X2 —* B2 of smooth curves of genus 2. This may seem an improvement of our 
results,, but this family of genus 2 curves is degenerate. There are several ways to 
seee this: 

—— The moduli space M2 of smooth genus 2 curves is affine. For this reason, it 
doess not contain complete curves. Hence the image of B<i in M2 must be a point 
(assumingg that the base is irreducible), and all fibers are pairwise isomorphic. 

—— If one calculates the Kodaira-Spencer map of X2  B2 in a point B2, then this 
derivativee turns out to be a multiple of g — 1, where g is the genus of the base 
X\X\ = XQ. SO the tangent map of B2 — M2 is zero in any point of B2. 
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—— The degree of A on B2 is also a multiple of g — 1. Since A is ample on M2 [40], 
thee image of Bi in M2 is degenerate. 

Iff  we allow more ramification points, then the first argument fails, but the other two 
argumentss still hold. In fact, the following much stronger statement holds true. 

Theoremm 2.4 Let X —  B be family of smooth curves of genus g over a irreducible 
basebase B. Suppose that every fiber is a double cover of a fixed elliptic curve (E, 0), 
ramifiedramified in Ik points. Then X —  B is isotrivial. 

PROOF.. After a base change, we may assume that X —> B is a double cover of the 
constantt family B x E —  B. Let R C X be the ramification divisor of X —  B x E. 
Denotee its image in B x E by T. The curve T is a multisection of B x E —  B. 
Afterr a base change, T is a unions of sections s\,..., S2fc : B —> B x E. 

Too be more precise, let Tgk be the 2fc-fold fiber product of T over B. Remove 
fromm this product all the diagonals (the locus of points where two or more coordinates 
aree the same) and take the closure of the remainder inside Tg\ This is a curve which 
parametrizess distinct 2fc-tuples in the fiber of T —  B. After base changing via this 
curve,, the ramification locus is a union of sections s\,... ,S2fc  B —> B x E. By 
assumptionn the sections s\,..., S2k  B —> B x E are disjoint. We claim: 

thee sections s i , . .. ,S2&, considered as maps B —*  E, differ by a constant, i.e., 
SiSi = Sj + Uj for a fixed Uj € E. 

Too prove the claim, consider the differences Sj - Sj; : B —  E. Since Si and Sj are 
disjoint,, these are maps B —> E\ {0} . Since E \ {0}  is affine, these differences must 
bee constant. 

Noww we can finish the proof of Theorem 2.4. Prom the second claim it follows 
thatt the fibers of X —> B are double covers Xb —> E, of which the branch loci differ 
onlyy by a translation of E, i.e., all branch loci are isomorphic. 

InIn general, given a prescibed branch locus, there are precisely 22g different iso-
morphismm classes of double branched covers of a fixed curve C of genus g. So the 
fiberss of X —*  B fit in at most four different isomorphism classes, and the image of 
BB — Mfc is finite. Hence X —  B is isotrivial. D 
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Explici tt  complete curves in the moduli space of 
curvess of genus three 

Thiss chapter appeared as Geometriae Dedicata 56: 185-196 (1995) and 
appearss here with minor modifications. 
©© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 

Considerr Mg, the moduli space of smooth curves of genus g over the field of complex 
numberss C. For g > 2, Mg is a quasi-projective variety of dimension 3g — 3. Note 
thatt Mg is not complete as smooth curves can degenerate to singular ones. In fact, 
MiMi  is affine. However, Mg contains complete curves if g > 3. This follows from 
thee existence of a projective compactification Mg of Mg in which the boundary 
MMgg \ Mg has codimension > 2 (take the closure of the image of Mg in the Satake 
compactificationn of Ag, the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties). 
Thee complete curves are obtained by cutting Mg with sufficiently many hypersur-
facess in general position. An upper bound for the dimension of a complete subvariety 
off  Mg is g — 2 if g > 2 (see [14]). So these complete curves achieve this bound if 
55 = 3. 

Harriss (see [25]) notes that these curves are not very explicit, although construc-
tionss of explicit complete families of smooth curves are known. In [17] an explicit 
one-dimensionall  family is given for every genus g > 4 , but for g = 3 a less explicit 
familyy is exhibited. The aim of this note is to produce explicit examples of complete 
familiess of smooth curves of genus 3 having a moduli theoretic interpretation. 

Inn short the construction is the following. Fix a smooth base curve C3 of genus 3 
andd fix a complete curve F C C3 x C3 \ A. Construct a complete family of smooth 
doublee covers (Cf —  C^J^F-, where -Kf is branched over the two points determined 
byy ƒ E F (in fact such a family may exist only over a finite cover of F due to 
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monodromyy obstructions). To the covers Cf —  C3 we can associate their Prym 
varieties.. We obtain a complete family of 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian 
varietiess Prym(C//C3)/Gp, which turn out to be Jacobians of smooth curves if C3 
iss not hyperelliptic. So we get a complete family of Jacobians of smooth genus 3 
curves. . 

Inn the first section we present a specific construction of complete families of 
3-dimensionall  principally polarized abelian varieties, depending on five parameters. 
Thee base is 1-dimensional and the fibers are Prym varieties of branched double 
coverss of curves. We will see in section 2 that these fibers are actually Jacobians 
off  smooth curves. The corresponding families of curves are then constructed via 
thee so-called "trigonal construction'1. Section 3 contains a calculation of invariants 
off  these families, in particular the number of hyperelliptic fibers. Finally, we show 
thatt these families are general in the following sense: the generic smooth curve of 
genuss 3 occurs as a fiber of one of the families. 
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3.11 The construction 

Fixx an elliptic curve E = (E,0). Let <j>  : C3 —  E be a double cover ramified at 
44 points of E, so that the genus C3 is 3. We want C3 to be non-hyperelliptic. This 
turnss out to be an open condition on the four branch points: let B the branch 
divisor,, let B the ramification divisor of <f>,  and let L denote the unique line bundle 
onn E satisfying <j>*L  = Oc3(B). Then C3 is hyperelliptic if and only if B = B\ + B2 
forr some öi,£?2 € \L\ (if C3 is hyperelliptic, then a acts freely on Supp(B) and 
LL —  + ax) for an x € Supp(B)). 

Fixx a point t ^ 0 in E. Set At = {(x,x + t) \ x e E] c E x E. Let 
FF = F(t) C C3 x C3 be the inverse image of At under the natural map 0 x <p : 
C3C3 x C3 —*  E x E. Then in C3 x C3 we have that F C\ A = 0, thus F parametrizes 
pairss of distinct points on C3. If we suppose—as we shall do in the following—that 
tt £ {(f>{p)  — <f>(q)  I p, q ramification points of 0 } , then one easily verifies that F is 
smoothh of genus 9. 

Denotee by TT\ , 7T2 : F —  C3 the maps induced by the projections of C3 x C3 onto 
thee first, respectively the second coordinate, and denote by T^ C F x C3 the graph 
off  7Tj, for i — 1,2. We want to have a double cover of F x C3 ramified precisely 
overr rVj + T^. Such a cover may not exist due to monodromy obstructions. To 
overcomee these, we consider the natural map F —  Pic (C3), x *-*  [ÏÏI(X)  + ^ (x ) ] , 
andd the squaring map sq : P i c1 ^ ) —> Pic2(Cs), LH > L®L. Define the curve B as 
thee fiberd product B — F Xp^ /^) V\cl{Cz). 

BB - Pic^Cs) 

fifi  isq 
FF -  Pic2(C3) 

Denotee the map B —  F by ƒ, and set T = T^jo/ + ^7r20ƒ C B x C3. The pull-back 
too 5 x C3 of the universal line bundle over Pic1(Cf3) x C3 gives a line bundle £ on 
BB x C3 satisfying C2 =*  0B x c3 ( r ) . 

Usingg this C we make a double cover C —* B x C3, ramified precisely along I\ 
Thiss is a well-known construction: embed B x C3 in the total space of the line bundle 
correspondingg to OBXC3(^)

 w^h a section s of OBXC3(T) which vanishes precisely 
oncee along I \ Define C as the inverse image of s(B x C3) under the natural squaring 

mapp on local sections C — £ = CsxC3( r ) . Here £ denotes the total space of the 
linee bundle £, by abuse of notation. 

CC -> £ -> £2 ^ oBxc3(r ) 
ii  1 I t 

BxCBxC33 = BxC3 = BxC3 

Thee composition with the projection B x C3 —  B yields a complete family of curves 
7?C7?C  C —> B. Let Cj, denote the fiber of -KQ  C —  B over b € B. Each C& is smooth 
off  genus 6 and maps 2 : 1 to C3 with two ramification points, via the composition 
CC —*  B x C3 —+ C3. Note that the map ƒ : B — F is étale of degree 64, so that 5 
iss a smooth curve, but possibly reducible. Thus ire  C —> B is a complete, possibly 
reduciblee family of smooth curves. 
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Wee can associate to every double covering Cj, —> C3 its Prym variety (see [39]). 
Thiss is a 3-dimensional, principally polarized abelian variety PrymfC^/Cs) = (P, E). 
PP is defined as the kernel of the norm map Nm : Jac(C(,) — Jac(Cs) (which is 
connectedd since Cb —  C3 is ramified). The Jacobian of C3 injects in the Jacobian 
off  Cf,, so up to isogeny Jac(C&) splits as the product of Jac(Cs) and another factor, 
whichh is P. The polarization on Jac(Cfc) gives rise to a polarization of P x Jac(Cs): 
PP x Jac(Cs) —> Jac(C&) — Jac(Ct,) - » Px Jac(Cs). This polarization splits and 
inducess on P twice a principal polarization E. 

Itt is straightforward to globalize this construction. The family nc  C —  B has 
sections.. Thus we have the associated family TTQ  C —  B of Jacobians JC —*  i?. 
Considerr the norm map Nm : JC —> B x. Jac(C3), induced by the usual norm map 
Nmm : JCb -  6 x Jac(C3). Define V as Nm_ 1(£ x 0) C JC. The projection JC -+ B 
yieldss a family -n-p : P —*  B of 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian varieties. 

Wee need Theorem 2.1. The theorem says that the 1-dimensional family of Pryms 
VV —  B is in fact a family of Jacobians of smooth curves. Note that here we use that 
C33 is non-hyperelliptic. For readability the statement and proof of this theorem is 
postponedd to the next section. Summarizing, we have the following result: 

Corollar yy 3.1 The above construction yields a complete, one-dimensional family 
 'V —  B of 3-dimensional Jacobians of smooth curves. 

Notee that the construction depends on five parameters: namely on E, on the double 
coverr <£ : C3 —  E and on the point t e E, Thus we obtain in fact a five-dimensional 
familyy of complete, one-dimensional families of 3-dimensional Jacobians. 

3.22 The corresponding famil y of curves 

Wee will exhibit the family of smooth curves corresponding to the family of Jacobians 
7rpp : V —> B, using the so-called trigonal construction. We explain this first for a 
singlee Prym variety Prym(Cf,/C3). For the details and proofs we refer to [18]. The 
mapp Cb —* C3 has two branch points, which we denote by p,p' € C3. Consider C3 
canonicallyy embedded in l / ^ i *  — P2- The line through p and p' cuts out on C3 two 
otherr points. Choose one of them and call it p". Let P1 denote the linear system 
\Kc\Kczz — p"\- Projecting from p" determines a three-to-one map C3 —*  P1 = P1 . 

Assumee that this map does not ramify at p or p'. Let C\ (respectively C3 ') 
denotee the threefold symmetric product of Cb (respectively C3). The line P1 embeds 
naturallyy in C\ . Consider the inverse image of P1 C C3 under the natural map 

CCbb —  C3 . This is a curve with two smooth, isomorphic components To,T\. Their 
intersectionn consists of two distinct points g, </, in which they meet transversally. 
Bothh curves map with degree four to P1 and g, q* are simple ramification points on 
eachh curve mapping to the same point on P1. Apart from q and q1 the ramification 
onn the tetragonal curves 7b and T\ arises from the ramification of the g\ on C3. 
Namelyy if C3 — P1 is simply branched over P € P1 , then also the maps 7}  —» P1 

aree simply branched over P. If C3 — P1 is completely branched over P ePl then 
thee maps Tj — P1 have a point of ramification index 3 over P. In particular the 
generaa of the T*  are 3. 
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Iff  on the other hand the triple cover C3 —> P1 is ramified at p or p', then the 
situationn is different. The points q and q' coincide, i.e., the inverse image still has 
twoo smooth isomorphic components To and T\ which meet in one point q, and the 
fourfoldd cover Tj — P1 is totally ramified in q. 

Thee curves To and T\ map naturally to Pic3(Cf>), since they live in Q . The 
normm map Nm : Pic3(C&) —> Pic3(Cs) maps their images to the image of P1 in 
Picc (C3), which is a point. The images of To and T\ in Pic (Cj>) lie thus in a suitable 
translatee of P = ker(Nm : Jac(Ct,) — Jac(Ca)). Moreover, the maps Tj — Pic3(C&), 
ii  = 0,1, induce isomorphisms of principal polarized abelian varieties Jac(Tj) —> 
Prym(Cb/C3).. The trigonal construction goes back to Recillas and was generalized 
byy Donagi. 

Too globalize this construction reconsider the curve F C C3 x C3. Every point 
xx E F=F(t) determines two distinct points 7ri(x),7r2(o;) € C3, and the line spanned 
byy these points in the canonical embedding of C3 we denote by £(x). Let K(x) 
denotee the hyperplane section C3  £(x). Consider the curve 

FF = F(t) = {(x,c)eFxC3\ce Supp(K{x) - TT^X) - TT2(X)) } . 

Thenn F is smooth since F and C3 are. Clearly F maps with degree two onto F. 
Thiss map is ramified in 64 points (see Lemma 3.3 for the computation), hence F is 
irreduciblee of genus 49. A point (x,pfr) of F determines on C3 a 53, namely \Kc3 — 
p"\,p"\, plus two unordered, distinct points contained in a divisor of this £3, namely 
7Ti(x),, 7T2(x). F maps to Pic (C3) via the composition F —̂  F —» Pic (C3), and 
alsoo Pic (C3) does via the squaring map Pic (C3) — Pic (C3). Let É = F XpjC2(c73) 

Picc (C3). Note that B maps two-to-one to B. 
Thee pull-back of C —» B to B yields a double cover C -+ B x C3. The composition 

CC —> B xC% —»£isa one-dimensional family of double covers. The extra structure 
iss a three-to-one map B x C3 —> 5, where 5 is a ruled surface S —> B with fiber 
5{,, = |Ax73 — p"|. Then 5 embeds in B x C3 and its inverse image along the natural 
mapp Óf -  (B x C3) | }  = B x c f }  we denote by T'. The (singular) surface T' 
hass an involution which preserves the fibers of T' —  5 setwise, and its quotient by 
thiss involution we denote by T. The surface T is smooth. The natural map T —+ S 
composedd with the projection S —  B yields a family T —> Z? of smooth tetragonal 
curves. . 

Corollar yy 3.2 The above construction gives a complete, one-dimensional family 
TT —* S1 — -B of smooth, tetragonal curves of genus 3. 
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3.33 Pryms of ramified double coverings of genus 3 
curves s 

Thiss section is devoted to the proof of the theorem below. It shows that the Prym 
varietyy associated to a ramified double covering Z/Z ramified in two points, where 
thee genus of Z is 3, is a Jacobian of a smooth curve as long as the base curve is not 
hyperelliptic. . 

InIn the following let Z be a smooth genus 3 curve, and let irz  Z —  Z be a 
doublee cover of smooth curves, with two branch points p, p' € Z and ramification 
pointss p, p' G Z. Associated to this cover is a (unique) line bundle Lz/z satisfying 
(TTZ)*(L2/Z)(TTZ)*(L2/Z) — ®z(P + P')- The data (Z,p + p',LZ/z) determine the cover irz
ZZ —> Z up to isomorphism. The Prym variety P — Prym(Z/Z) is a 3-dimensional 
abeliann variety which comes with a natural principal polarization, denoted by E. 

Theoremm 3.3 
1.. If Z is hyperelliptic, and ifp,p' are interchanged by the hyperelliptic involution 

ofof Z, then (P, E) is the Jacobian of a smooth irreducible hyperelliptic curve, or 
aa product of two such. 

2.. IfZ is hyperelliptic andp,p' are not interchanged by the hyperelliptic involution 
ofof Z, then (P, H) is a Jacobian of a smooth irreducible hyperelliptic curve. 

3.. If Z is not hyperelliptic, then (P, E) is a Jacobian of a smooth irreducible curve. 
ThisThis curve is hyperelliptic if and only if for some p" G Z, p + p' + 2p" is a 
canonicalcanonical divisor and h°(L~  ̂ (p +p' +p")) = 0. 

PROOF.. Let W = Z/(p ~ p') be the curve obtained from Z by identifying p and p', 
andd let W = Z/(p ~ p'). Denote by ƒjy : Z —  W the normalisation mapping. Note 
thatt pa{W) = 4, pa(W) = 7. 

Thee idea is to use the theory from [6]: the induced map irw : W —> W is 
ann admissible covering in the sense of Beauville, and Prym(Z/Z) = PTym(W/W). 
Heree the right hand side is the Prym variety associated by Beauville to the covering 
W/W.W/W. It lives canonically in 

JW*JW* = {lin e bundles L on W j 2degL = degu; }̂ 

ass P = Prym(W'fW) — {L on W \ NmL = uJwhP(L) even}, and the polarization E 
thenn is - = {L G P | h°(L) > 2} . 

Too prove the theorem, we will show that, unless we are in case (1), dimSingH < 
0.. Since dim P = 3, this shows that in the cases (2) and (3) (P, 5) is a Jacobian. If 
SingHH is a point L G E~~in which case (P, E) is a hyperelliptic Jacobian—we show 
howw L arises from the geometry of Z. 

Notee that the proof is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [6]. Also 
notee that case (1) is already treated by Beauville (see [6], p. 171). 

Startt by assuming that SingiE is non-empty, say L G Sing(E). We will show 
thatt in the cases (2) and (3) L € E is a uniquely determined point. By [6], Lemma 
4.1,, either h°{L) is > 4 and even or h°(L) — 2, and i*s ® t = s <g) i*t  for a base 
{«,£}}  of H°(W, L), where 1 : W —> W is the involution interchanging the sheets of 
wwww : W — W. 
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Firstt suppose that there is an L € Sing(H), with h°(L) > 4 and h°(L) even. Let 
L\L\ be the pull-back of L to Z. Then deg(Li) = 6, and h°(Li) > 4. From Clifford's 
theoremm it follows that Z is hyperelliptic. The hyperelliptic involution a of Z com-
mutess with %. Moreover, a interchanges the fixed points of i, since all sections of L\ 
comee from sections of L. Hence a descends and Z is hyperelliptic . If we denote 
thee hyperelliptic involution of Z also with a, we see that a interchanges p, p'. So 
wee are in case (1). This is the case in which W has a so-called non-singular g\. 
Non-singularr means that the g\ contains a divisor with non-singular support. It 
followss that (P, E) is a product of hyperelliptic Jacobians (see [6], p. 171). 

Secondly,, suppose that there is an L e Sing(S) with h°(L) — 2, with a base 
{s,{s, t} for h°(L) satisfying s <g> i*t  — i*s <g> t. 

Wee first assume that s, t have the property that either s or t is not zero at the 
singularr point. By [6], lemma 4.4, L is of the form (TTW)*M(E). Here M is a line 
bundlee on W, h°(M) > 2, deg{{7TW)*M{E))  = deg(L) = deg{ujw) = 6. M is non-
singular,, and E is an effective divisor on W with non-singular support such that 
(TTW)*E(TTW)*E e \u)w ® M~2\. Let M\ be the pull-back of M to Z. Then M\ gives an g\ 
orr a g\ on Z. 

Iff  Z is hyperelliptic, a g\ on Z is the unique g\ plus a point. We see that also in 
thiss case the two branch points p,p' of Z —  Z are interchanged by the hyperelliptic 
involution,, and we are in case (1) again. 

Iff  Z is not hyperelliptic, then |Mi| is a g\, E = 0, and the branch divisor p + pr 

iss contained in an element of the system \M\\, say p + p' + p" 6 \M\\. The relation 
Nm^((7rw)*M)) = u>w gives by pull-back Nmz({TtzyM\) — U)Z(P + P')- It follows 
thatt p + p' + 2p" is a canonical divisor, and |Mi| is the pencil \Kz ~ p"\- So we are 
inn case (3) and L = (TTW)*M. 

Finallyy assume that the two sections s, t of L vanish simultaneously at the 
singularr point. Let L\ be the pull-back to Z of L, and set Li = L\{—p — p'). Then 
Nm(L2)) = UJZ, and L\ has sections induced by s, t, which we will also denote by 
s,s, t, and which still satisfy s (g> i*t  = i*s ® t. Then [6], lemma 4.4 applies, giving that 
L*2L*2  = {nz)*{M), where M is a line bundle on Z, h°(M) > 2. It follows that Z is 
hyperellipticc and that M is the line bundle associated with the unique g\ on Z. So 
wee are in case (2) and L is an extension of 7rz*  (M)(p + p') to W. 

Thiss finishes the first part of the proof. We will show in the second part that the 
abovee procedure can be reversed to obtain precisely one singularity of H if we are in 
casee (2). If p and p' satisfy the condition of case (3) then we also obtain precisely 
onee singularity of S. 

Firstt assume that we are in case (2), i.e., Z is hyperelliptic and that p,p' are not 
interchangedd by the hyperelliptic involution. The g\ on Z pulls back to a line bundle 
Z/22 on Z. All extensions of the line bundle L\ — L,2{p + p') to a line bundle L on W 
admitt sections s,t satisfying s (g) i*t  = i*s ® t. There are precisely two extensions 
LL such that Nm^L = u;^, and only one of these is even (see [6], Prop. 3.5). This 
takess care of the second case of the theorem, since we obtain indeed precisely one 
singularityy L of E, showing that (P, E) is the Jacobian of a smooth, hyperelliptic 
curve. . 

Secondly,, suppose that we are in case (3), and that we have a line bundle M\ 
onn Z, with h%(Mi) = 2 and Mi £ Oz{p + p' + p") ^ Oz{Kz - p"). This Mi has 
aa unique extension M to W such that h^{M) = 2. Then Nm^((7r^)*(M)) = UJW-
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Forr Nmjy((7riy)*(M) ) = M2 is an extension of M2 = u>z(p + p') to W having a 
sectionn non-zero at p = p', and u>w is the unique such extension. 

Thee pullback {nw)*(M)  will yield an element of Sing(E) if h^((Trw)*M) = 2. 
Wee have the decomposition 

H°H°èè{{*z)*Mi){{*z)*Mi)  s H%{Mi) 0 H%{Ml <g> Lffz) 

whichh is the decomposition into even and odd parts with respect to the action 
off  the involution i on H^({nz)*Mi). We already have seen that all sections of 

/ / | ( ( T TZ ) * M I ) ++ ^ H%(Mi) extend to W. Also all sections of H^({ir z)
mMi)' S 

H%{M\H%{M\ <g> £^l„ ) extend to W, since such a section is zero at p and p'. It fol-

lowss that /i^((7nv)*Af ) - /i|((7rz)*Mi) , and that / I ^ ( (TT W ) *M ) - 2 if and only 

iff  h%{M\ <g> L^1 ) — 0. So we obtain precisely one singularity (7r^)*M of E if 

andd only if /i°(Mi <g) L^*  ) = 0. Note that M\ ® L~^1 is a theta characteristic: 
ZjZZjZ  Z jZ 

MM22 <8> L12.„  = Ozip + p' + 2p") = wz by assumption. D 
Z/Z Z/Z 

3.44 The degree of A and the number  of hyperellipti c 
fiber s s 

Considerr the family V —* B constructed in section 1. Our aim in this section is to 
computee the degree of A = ci((7Tp)*(Qp,B)) and the number of hyperelliptic fibers 

off  the family n-p : V  B. 

Propositionn 3.4 The degree of X-p/B equals 27. 

PROOF.. Denote by PQ the projection BxC$—+ C3, by pp the projection F x C3 —* 
PB PB 

C3,, and let pc be the composition C —  BxC$ —  C3. The branch locus of C —  BxCz 
iss r = Tni0f + r ^o /  Here rV i0/ denotes the graph of ni o ƒ in B x C3, i = 1,2. We 
denotee the ramification locus of C — ü? x C3 by f = l\rio/ + rV20/ C C. Let u; be 
aa holomorphic 1-form on C3. Let f) = p^u; (respectively fi = p£u>) be its pull-back 
too B x Cz (respectively C), and consider it as a section of the line bundle WB*C3/B 

(respectivelyy u)CfB). 
Wee compute the intersection number (Ï2)2, where by (Q) we denote the divisor 

off  Q. Clearly, (Q) = p*c(u) + f. So 
(h)(h)22 = 2r-p*c{u) + r2 

==  2r-pB(u>)+ 1xT2. 
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Furthermore,, we have 

r-p*r-p* BB(")(")  = deg(f)(rni+r 7T2)-p*F(u;) 

== 2deg ( / ) IVpHw) 

== 2 deg( ƒ) deg(TTi) deg(u;) 

== 16deg(/), 

and d 

r 2^deg(/)(r, 1+r, 2)
2 2 

== deg(/)(2r2i+2r 7ri.r^ ) 
== deg(/)(2I*1) 

== 2deg(/)((7r1xid)*Ac3xC3)
2 

== -16deg(/). 

Hence e 
(Ö)22 = 32deg( / ) -8deg( /) 

== 24deg(/). 
Thuss for the family -KQ  C —  B we get deg((nc)*{ci(u)C/B)2)) = 24deg(/). The 
degreee of XC/B

 o n & follows from the relation 12A — {^C)*(CI{(^C/B)2)^ which is a 
consequencee of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch formula. Hence 

deg(Ac / B)=2deg(/)) = 27. 

Wee show that this is equal to the degree of the class X-p/B corresponding to the 
familyy of Pryms np : V —*  B. By definition, Xp/B is the first Chern class of the 
vectorbundlee {^v)*(^p/B) o n  We ^a ve t n e splitting Q1

JC,B = ^p/B®^]sc(C )/S' 
soo that 

Onn the other hand we have {KJ)*{Q1JC/B) — (WC)*(UC/B)- We conclude that X-pjB — 
XQJXQJBB.. In particular deg(Ap/#) = 27. D 

Propositionn 3.5 The number of hyperelliptic fibers ofn-p:P^B is 28  9. 

PROOF.. Let £& = C\bxC3- Here C is the line bundle on B x Cz used to construct 
thee cover C —  B x C3. The cover C&/C3 is determined by the data (C3, f{ni{b)) + 
f(TT2{b)),Cb).f(TT2{b)),Cb). By Theorem 2.1 Prym(C&/C3) is hyperelliptic if and only if there is 
aa p e C3 for which the divisor D = f{ni{b)) + ƒ (7^(6)) + 2p is canonical and the 
thetaa characteristic C  ̂ (D — p) is even. 

Thee first condition depends only on the image ƒ(6) E F. Let 

TT = {xeF\ Oc3(Tri(x) + TT2(X) + 2p) ~ wC3 for some p e C3 } . 

Forr J; € 71 let D be the unique canonical divisor iri(b) + 7r2(&) + 2p. The set 
{{  Cf, I y E f^ix) }  consists of all 225 = 64 distinct roots of 7ri(x) + ^(x) in Pic(C3). 
Itt follows that the set {C^l(D — p) \ b e f~l(x) }  consists of 64 distinct theta 
characteristics,, of which 36 are even and 28 are odd. Hence h = 36  #T. The 
propositionn follows from the following lemma. D 
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Lemmaa 3.6 The cardinality ofT equals 64. 

PROOF.. Consider the curve F = F(t) = { (x,p) | p € Supp(AT(ar) - TTI(X) - 7r2(x)) } 
inn F x C3. F is smooth, since F and C3 are. Clearly T is the branch locus of the 
projectionn F — F. We compute #T by computing the genus of F. 

Lett rf be the degree of the projection of F onto F and d' be the degree of the 
projectionn of F onto C3. By definition d = 2. 

Wee compute </' first by computing this degree not for F(t) but for F(0) instead. 
Notee that F(0) C C3 x C3 is reducible: F(0) = A + A'. Here A' C C3 x C3 denotes 
thee graph of i^, the involution interchanging the sheets of <f>  : C3 —» F. Then F(0) 
consistss of the disjoint union of the tangential correspondence 

{{  O3» q) I Q o n tangent line to <?}  C C3 x C3 

andd the correspondence 

{{  (p,q) \ P + H(P) + Q + »*(«) e \KCs\ } C C3 x C3. 

Itt follows that <f' = 10 + 2 = 12. 
Denotee by F a 'horizontal' fiber F x {c}  and by F a 'vertical' fiber {y} x C3 in 

FF x C3. Let rX i be the graph of the maps TT* : F -> C3, t = 1,2. Then we have (see 
[24],, p. 285): 

FF ~ (d+ 2)F + {df + 4)F - r ^ - r \2 = 4F + 16F - T  ̂ - I V 

Heree ~ denotes linear equivalence. Furthermore, T^ — F 2̂ = 2  A^3 = — 8 and 
r ^^  ITVj = 0 by construction, and KFxc3 ~ 4F + 16F. From the adjunction for-
mulaa it follows that 2pa(F) - 2 = 96, so in particular F is irreducible. Applying the 
Riemann-Hurwitzz formula to the projection F —> F yields the number of points of 
T.T. It equals deg{Kp) - d  deg(#c3) = 96 - 2  16 = 64. D 

Thesee results enable us to determine the intersection of the families T —  B with 
thee hyperelliptic locus. In the Chow group Al{M$) (with Q-coefficients) denote by 
[HZIQ[HZIQ  the Q-class of the hyperelliptic locus, and by A the class c\(Tr*(uJc3/M3)) (see 

[41]).. In A\Mz) we have that [W3]g = 9A (see [25]). Let [B] Q be the Q-class of the 
imagee of B in M3. Then 

deg([B}deg([B}QQiX]iX] QQ)) = deg(A|é) = 2deg(A|B) = 28. 

Thee relation [W3]Q = 9AQ implies that deg([J9]g  (W3]Q) = 9  28. We have 9  28 hy-
perellipticc fibers on B by Corollary 3.3. If we let b e B be a point such that the fiber 
%% is hyperelliptic, it follows that the intersection multiplicity Ï ( [5 ]Q , [W3]Q; b) = 1. 

Thiss multiplicity is computed on the base of the versa! deformation space of %. 
Thee tangent space to the versal deformation space in the point corresponding to 
%% is Hl(Tb,Qf,), where 0f, is the tangent bundle of %. The tangent direction of 
BB in Hl (7ft, 6ft) is the image of the Kodaira-Spencer map Tgfc —  Hl{%,&b), and 
thee tangent space to the hyperelliptic locus is the subspace of Hl{%, 6&) invariant 
underr the hyperelliptic involution on Hl(%, 9&). So we conclude that the image of 
thee Kodaira-Spencer map in Hl(%,<èi,) is not contained in the invariant subspace 
off  the hyperelliptic involution acting on Hl(Tf,,&b)- However, we don't know how 
too prove this directly. 
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3.55 The surjectivit y of the Prym map 

Lett 72-3,2 be the moduli space of tuples (C,p + p', L), where C is a smooth curve of 
genuss 3, p + p' is an effective divisor of degree two on C such that p  ̂ p', and L is a 
linee bundle on C such that L2 = Oc(p + p'). Such a tuple (C,p+p',L) determines 
aa double cover of smooth curves C - » C to which we can associate its Prym variety 
Prym(C,pp + p', L). This operation yields a morphism Vr : 7£3,2 —> -43, where ^3 is 
thee moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension 3. We call 
thiss the Prym map. 

Lett 1lf2 c 7̂ 3,2 be the locus of tuples (C,p + p',L) with the property that 
CC admits a map of degree 2 to an elliptic curve. We will denote the restriction 
off  the Prym map to llf2

 a l so by Vr. The aim of this section is to show that 
VrVr : TZf2 —* .A3 is dominant. Note that the dimension of 7̂ 3,2 is 8 and that both 
7^|'22 and A3 are of dimension 6. Hence if the morphism Vr : H%u

2 —> A3 is dominant, 
itit  is also generically finite. 

Wee compute the codifferential of Vr. After taking appropiate finite level struc-
tures,, we may assume that 7Zf2 and ^3 are smooth. Since 7^2 is an unramified 
coverr of A/3^, we identify the cotangent spaces at the points (C,p + p',L) € 7^2 
andd (C,p + p') € M^2- The identification of the cotangent space T*M (C t) with 
H°(C,H°(C, 4 ( p + p')) thus gives us T 2̂(Cp+p,L) - H°(C, u2

c(p + p')). * 

Lett (A, 6) be a point of A3. We identify its cotangent space T\ ,Ae) with 
SS T*A 0, the symmetric square of the cotangent space to A at the origin, by standard 
identifications.. In our case (A, 6) =_Prym(C,p + p', L). From the definition of 
Prym(CyC)) as the odd part of Jac(C) (see [39]) and the splitting H°{C,UJÓ) * 
ff°(C,ff°(C, u>c) 0 H°(C,OJC ® L) it follows that T * ^ ^ ^  ̂ *  H°(C,uc®L). 

Usingg these identifications, the codifferential 

Vr*Vr*  : S2H0{C,uc® L) -> # ° ( 0 £ (p + p')) 

iss the composition of two natural maps: the cup-product S2H°(C, uc <8> L) ~* 
H°(C,wlH°(C,wl ® L2) followed by the identification H°(C,u% ® L2) ^ H0{C,u2

c{p+p')) 
inducedd by the isomorphism L2 = Oc(p + p')-

Thee codifferential is computed in [6] for the Prym map 7£5+i —  Ag, where 7£s+i 
iss the moduli space of_"admissible" double covers. We obtain the above result by 
embeddingg 7£3i2 into 7£4 via (C,p + p', L) 1-» (C/(p ~ p'), L). 

Supposee that C admits an elliptic involution, i.e., an automorphism of order 
twoo such that the quotient is an elliptic curve. Then H°(C,JQ) decomposes into 

ss i / ^ O j ) * . Embed the space #°(C,o£) into / f ° ( C , ^ (p + p')). 
Thenn the cotangent space T*(H^ii)(Cjf+j/,L) to ^ 3 " a t (C'P+P'I L) c an De identified 
withh the quotient H°{C,w%(p + p,))/H°(C,u%)-'. The codifferential of TZf2 -> A3 
inn the point (C,p + p',L) is the composition 

S2( i /°(Oc®® L)) - H^C^Up + p')) -> H°(C^2
c(p + p'))/H°(C,u;2cr (*) 

Wee compute this codifferential in one specific point of 72|'2- Let C48 be the plane 
quarticc curve given by the equation X4 + Y(Y3 + Z3) = 0. It has an automorphism 
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groupp of order 48 and admits the elliptic involution X >-  —X, Y  Y, Z >-» Z. This 
curvee has 4 hyperflexes and 16 ordinary flexes. Let q = (0,1, — 1), p = (0,0,1) and 
p'p' = p" = (1,77,0), with 77 a fourth root of —1. The points p and q are hyperflexes 
andd p1 = p" is a ordinary flex. If we let L be the line bundle öcAS(2q - p"), the 
tuplee (ds,P + P*\ L) is a point of TZ^l2. 

Lemmaa 3.7 The codifferential of the Prym map Vr : 7^|" —  As in the point 
(C48)) P + P/>L) has maximal rank. 

PROOF.. The canonical embedding of C48 C P2 and the isomorphism 
H°(C4s,H°(C4s, UJ®L) = HQ{C/[&,ijj 2{—2q—p")) enable us to write down an explicit base for 
thee space H°(C^, w®L). This gives six generators for the image of S2H°(C^, u<g)L) 
inn HQ{CAs,uj2{p + p')). Embedding H°{C^iJ{p + j/)) * HQ{Cw,uz{-2p")) in 
H°(C^,UJH°(C^,UJ33)) = H0(P2,O(3)) we get six homogeneous forms of degree 3. 

Alsoo we embed H°{C/&,u2)~ in i/0(P2,O(3)) and write down a base. In fact, 
iff  Lp" is the equation of the flex line through p" then the two forms XYLp» and 
XZLp')XZLp') form a base. A straightforward calculation shows that these eight forms 
aree linearly independent in tf °(P2,0(3)). G 

Corollar yy 3.8 The Prym map Vr : 1Zf2 —  A3 is dominant and generically finite. 

Corollar yy 3.9 The generic curve of genus three occurs as a fiber of a family T —  B 
appearingappearing in Corollary 1.2. 
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AA complete surface in MQ in characteristic > 2 

Thiss chapter has been published as Compositio Mathematica 199: 209-212 
(1999)) and appears here with minor modifications. 
©1999,, Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 

Abstract.. In all characteristics p > 2 we construct a complete surface in the 
modulimoduli space of smooth genus 6 curves. The surface is contained in the locus 
ofof curves with automorphisms. 

Wee consider the following question: 'What is the maximal number of essential pa-
rameterss on which a complete family of smooth curves of genus g depends?' or 
equivalently,, 'What is the maximal dimension of a complete subvariety of M5, the 
modulii  space of smooth curves of genus gV In [14] Diaz provided an upper bound 
forr the dimension of such a subvariety: for g > 2 this dimension is at most g—2. The 
modulii  space Mg itself is irreducible, quasi-projective of dimension 3^ — 3 (g > 2). 
Diazz proved his result in characteristic 0, but his bound also holds in characteristic 
>> 0 (see [35]). 

Inn order to see how good Diaz's bound is one has to construct complete subva-
rietiess of Mg. This turns out to be a difficult problem, in any characteristic. Only 
inn genus < 3 Diaz's bound is known to be sharp, since it is known that Mg con-
tainss complete curves if g is at least 3 (see [16]). In higher genera almost nothing 
iss known. The best result we know is a construction of complete subvarieties of 
arbitraryy dimension d > 1 in Mg with g > 2d+1. This construction gives a complete 
surfacee in Mg. For g = 4, 5, 6 and 7 we still do not know whether a complete surface 
inn Mg exists. 

4.11 The construction 

Startingg from a complete curve in M3, we construct a complete surface in MQ. 
However,, this construction only works in characteristic ^ 0,2. Our result is: 

Theoremm 4.1 In any characteristic p > 2 the moduli space MQ of smooth genus 6 
curvescurves contains a complete surface. 

Too construct in characteristic 0 a complete surface in MQ seems mor difficult. This 
iss more or less similar to the fact that the moduli space Ag of principally polarized 
abeliann varieties of dimension g contains in characteristic p > 0 complete subvarieties 
off  rather high dimension [45]. The corresponding situation in characteristic 0 is 
completelyy unknown.t 

tt However, see Keel-Sadun [32], 
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Ourr construction depends heavily on a theorem of Keel. The starting point is a 
completee family C —* B of smooth genus 3 curves. The idea is to construct a 
familyy of double covers ramified in two distinct points over the fibers of C —* B. To 
parametrizee pairs of distinct branch points, we consider C xg C. On C x# C we 
wantt to contract A to a point. To achieve this, we define o n C x g Ca nef and big 
linee bundle L with the property that L\& is trivial. To show that the global sections 
off  a power of L do not have a base locus we use a theorem of Keel which is only 
validd in positive characteristic. Keel's theorem relies on a lemma, which roughly 
statess that if L\&k is trivial, then L®p\& kp is trivial, see [31][Lemma 1.7]. Here Aj is 
thee ith order neighborhood of A, the subscheme of C x gC defined by 7fc+1, where 
II  is the ideal sheaf of A. This is where the Probenius map is used. 

Thee line bundle L exists in all characteristics, but we do not know how to prove 
itss eventual freeness in characterictic 0. Instead of using Keel's theorem, we tried 
too prove by direct methods that L is free o n C x g C. To prove this, we need that L 
iss trivial on A*  for every i > 0. Unfortunately, we don't know how to establish this. 

4.22 Blowing down the diagonal 

Lett C —> B be a family of smooth genus 3 curves over a complete 1-dimensional 
basee B, having the property that the induced map B —+ M3 has finite fibers. We 
considerr the fiber product C x ^ C. Let A c C x g C be the relative diagonal and 
7Ti,, 7T2 : C xgC —> C the projections on the first and second coordinate. On C xBC 
considerr the line bundle L associated to the divisor 

(i:l(i:l  + 7:*2)(Kc/B) + 2A. 

Inn characteristic p > 0 we can prove that a sufficiently high power of L is free: 

Theoremm 4.2 Let L be the line bundle associated to the divisor (irl  + T^H^C/B)- 1" 
2A.. Then L satisfies on C x# C: 

(i)(i)  the restriction of L to A is trivial; 
(Ü)(Ü) L is big and nef on Cx^C and big on any subvariety not contained in A; 

(Hi)(Hi)  in characteristic p > 0 a sufficiently high multiple of L is free and defines 
aa birational morphism of C x# C to a projective threefold. Under this 
morphism,morphism, A is contracted to a point. 

PROOF,, (i) Let A : C - > C x g C be the diagonal map c 1—> (c, c). Then according 
too the adjunction formula A*{KCxBc + A) = KQ- Now A*(KCxBc) = Kc/B + Kc, 
soo it follows that A*(A ) = -KC/B. Hence A*(L ) = Oc and the restriction of L 
too A is trivial. 

(ii )) Let X be a subvariety of C xB C. If X has dimension 1, then 

(*I(KC/B)(*I(KC/B)  + *UKC/B))   ̂ = «cis  {*i,*[X]  + T2,*[*l ) > 0, 

sincee KQIB is ample on C (see [1]) and since 7Tii+(X) and 7T2,*(X) cannot both 
bee zero-dimensional. If X has dimension s > 1, then using a similar argument 
onee proves that {K\{KC/B) + ^(KC/B))  X > 0. Hence by the Nakai-Moishezon 
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criterionn ^\{KC/B) + ^{KC/B)
 ls ample on C xg C. Since L = IT\(KC/B) + 

nn2*(Kc/B)2*(Kc/B) + 2A, Z, is the sum of an ample and an effective divisor, hence big by one 
off  the equivalent criteria for bigness. By (i) L is nef. 

Moreover,, if we restrict L to any positive dimensional subvariety X not contained 
inn A, then L\x is the sum of the restriction of an ample divisor plus an effective 
divisor,, hence L\x also big. 

(iii )) To show that L is eventually free, we use a result of Keel which states that 
inn characteristic p > 0 a nef and big line bundle L is eventually free iff L\E/L\ is 
eventuallyy free [31] [Theorem 1.2]. Here E(L) is the exceptional locus of L; this is the 
unionn of all subvarieties along which L is not big. By (ii) L is nef and big. Together 
(i)) and (ii) imply E(L) = A. By (i) L restricted to A is free. Hence L is eventually 
free.. D 

PROOFF OF THEOREM 4.1. Prom Theorem 4.2 we conclude that for some n the 
globall  sections of L®n yield a morphism 0 : C xg C —* VN which contracts the 
diagonall  to a point. In P^ choose a hyperplane not meeting the image of A. Then 

TT = <f>- 1{H)cCxBC\A 
iss a surface which parametrizes pairs of distinct points on the fibers of the family 
CC —  B. By standard arguments one constructs a complete family X —  5, each 
fiberfiber being a double cover of a fiber of C —* B ramified in the two distinct points 
determinedd by t € T, see [49] [Section 1]. Locally we take square roots, so we have 
too exclude the case that the characteristic is 2. Since C —  B is a family of smooth 
genuss 3 curves, X  S is a family of smooth genus 6 curves. The base S is a finite 
coverr of T. It is needed to overcome the monodromy arising from the fact that for one 
pairr of distinct branch points one can choose a finite number of distinct coverings. 
Thee base S maps into the locus of curves in MQ having non-trivial automorphisms. 
Wee claim that this image is 2-dimensional. To prove this, note that the structural 
mapp from S to M$ factors as: 

SS — ft3,2 -> M6, 
wheree 7̂ 3,2 parametrizes double coverings of genus 3 curves ramified in two distinct 
points.. The image of S in H.z,2 is clearly 2-dimensional: S maps to M$ with 1-
dimensionall  fibers and 1-dimensional image. Moreover, the map 72-3,2 —*  A/g is 
quasi-finite,, since the image parametrizes smooth genus 6 curves with an involution 
withh a genus 3 quotient and a genus 6 curve admits only finitely many involutions. 

D D 

Remarkk 4.3 Consider the difference map C x gC —> 3ac(C/B), (x,y) H*  [X — y]. 
Thiss map contracts the diagonal A c C x g C t oa curve. Any hypersurface in 
3ac(C/B)3ac(C/B) not meeting this curve pulls back to a complete 2-dimensional subvari-
etyy T in C Xg C not meeting the diagonal. Starting from such a subvariety one can, 
ass in the proof of Theorem 1, construct a family of smooth genus 6 curves. This 
wouldd give a different construction of a complete 2-dimensional family of smooth 
genuss 6 curves. But such a hypersurface is hard to find, as the following result of 
E.. Colombo and P. Pirola [11] shows: Let is: A —  B be a family of abelian varieties 
off  relative dimension g over a smooth complete curve B, with zero section e : B —* A 
andd not isogenous to a family A\ x g ^ with A\ isotrivial. Let Z be an effective 
relativee ample divisor on A and C a curve on A. Then C n Z ^ 0. 
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4.33 Characteristic 0 

Inn characteristic 0 there is one point at which our construction may fail: the line 
bundlee L associated to the divisor (n  ̂ + ^(^C/B) + 2A may not be eventually 
free.. However, in the case B is a point, Keel proves that in all characteristics the 
linee bundle L is eventually free [31] [Theorem 3.0]. One can try to mimic his proof 
forr the case in which B is a curve. The hard part is to show that for every A: > 0 
thee restriction of L to the fc-th order neighborhood of A inside C xg C is trivial. 
However,, we are unable to prove this. 
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Familiess of curves without sections 

Abstract.. In this chapter we give examples of one-dimensional families of non-
rationalrational curves without sections. This answers a question of Joe Harris. 

Inn his lectures on rationally connected varieties [26], Joe Harris showed that families 
X - > 55 with X smooth, B a curve and rationally connected fibers admit sections. 
Hee then asked for examples of families of varieties which are not rationally connected 
andd which do not admit sections. To be more specific, he asked for 1-dimensional 
familiess of non-rational curves without sections. 

Inn this chapter we construct such families. We will work over an algebraically 
closedd field k = k of characteristic ^ 2,3. In the first section we will construct 
aa family of stable curves over P1, which does not admit a section. In the second 
sectionn we will construct a complete family of smooth curves without a section. 

5.11 Basic construction 

Inn the following we will construct a family of stable curves of genus 2 over P1 . This 
familyy is constructed in such a way, that it does not admit a section. 

STEPP 1. The starting point of this construction are two curves covering P1 . The 
firstfirst curve is a cover p : P1 —> P1 of degree 4 which is simply ramified in 6 points. 
Thee second is a degree 2 cover q : E — P1 ramified in four points, so that E is an 
ellipticc curve. Moreover, on the base P1 we want the branch loci of p and q to be 
disjoint. . 

Thenn we form the fiber product C — P1 Xpi £", which is naturally embedded 
inn P1 x E as a non-singular curve, since p and q ramify over distinct points. The 
projectionn 7Tpi onto the first factor has degree 2 and ramifies in 16 points. The 
projectionn -KE onto the second factor has degree 4 and ramifies simply in 12 points. 
Byy Riemann-Hurwitz, the genus of C equals 7. 

n n 

ss \ 
P11 E 

\\ / 
PP Q 

P1 1 

Lemmaa 5.1 The class ofC in PicfP1 x E) is even. 

PROOF.. In P1 x E, the curve C is of bidegree (2,4). Hence C ~n nm 2h + iv, where 
hh stands for the class of a 'horizontal' divisor P1 x {* }  and v for the class of a 
'vertical'' divisor }  x E. Since P1 x E is ruled, PicfP1 x E) * Z  v © n*E{Pic{E)) 
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(seee [8]). So the class of C is linearly equivalent to 4v + ^*E{d), where d is a divisor 
classs on E of even degree. So [C]  is even. D 

Remarkk 5.2 Note that C is the zero locus of the function p — q onP1 x E. The 
polee divisor oip — q equals p* (oo) x E + P1 x q* (oo). From this it is immediate that 
CC is linearly equivalent to iv + nE(d), with d — q*(oc). This gives another way to 
seee that the class of C is even. 

STEPP 2. Since the class of C in Pic(P1 x E) is even we can by standard methods 
constructt a double cover ƒ : S —* P1 x E which ramifies precisely along C. The 
surfacee S is non-singular since C is. By construction, S is the total space of a family 
off  curves in two ways. We denote by £pi the projection 7Tpi o ƒ from S to P1, and 
byy £E the projection ÏÏE ° ƒ from S to E. 

S S 

fi fi 
PPllxExE -> E 
TTpii  i 

P1 1 

Theoremm 5.3 For the surface S as constructed above the following holds. 

1.1. The fibers of £E  S —> E are stable curves of genus 1. The generic fiber 
isis a smooth elliptic curve. The singular fibers are irreducible nodal rational 
curves,curves, mapping onto P1 with degree 2 via £pi. 

2.. The fibers of&i : S —  P1 are stable curves of genus 2. The generic fiber is 
aa smooth curve of genus 2. 

3.3. The family £pi : S —> P1 has no sections. 

PROOF.. First we prove (1) and (2). Singular fibers occur when ramification points 
meet,, i.e., when the branch curve C in P1 x E is tangent to a horizontal divisor 
P11 x {* }  or a vertical divisor {* }  x E. The fact that TTE  C —> E is simply ramified 
guaranteess that C intersects a horizontal divisor P1 x }  in four distinct points 
orr in one double point and two distinct simple ramification points. So the singular 
fiberss of £g : S —* E are irreducible nodal curves of arithmetic genus 1 mapping 
withh degree 2 to P1. This proves (1) and (2). 

Too prove (3), suppose s : P1 —*  S is a section. Composing with the projection 
£E£E  S —  E, we get a map P1 —*  E which must be constant. So the image of s 
inn S is contained in the fibers of £# : S —» E. But the fibers of £E  S —  E are 
alll  irreducible and map with degree 2 to P1, contradicting the fact that £pi o s has 
degreee 1. So £pi : S — P1 has no sections. D 
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5.22 A family of smooth curves without sections 

InIn the family constructed in the previous section, the total space is a smooth surface. 
However,, not all the fibers are smooth. With a bit of work we can modify the 
constructionn to obtain a family of smooth curves without sections. 

Startt with two curves covering P1. The first curve is a cover p : P1 — P1 of degree 4 
whichh is simply ramified in 6 points. The second is a degree 2 cover q : D —  P1 

ramifiedd in 6 points, so that D has genus 2. Again, we require that on the base P1 

thee branch loci of p and q are disjoint. 
Thenn we form the fiber product B = P1 xPi D, which is naturally embedded 

inn P1 x D as a non-singular curve, since p and q ramify over distinct points. The 
projectionn irpi  onto the first factor has degree 2 and ramifies in 24 points. The 
projectionn 7T£> onto the second factor has degree 4 and ramifies simply in 12 points. 
Byy Riemann-Hurwitz, the genus of B equals 11. 

Thenn construct an unramified covering F —  D of degree 12. By Riemann-
Hurwitz,, F has genus 13. Form the fiber product C = B Xp F. This curve embeds 
naturallyy as a smooth curve in B x F. The genus of C equals 121. 

CC —  F 

11 1 
BB —  D 

II  I? 
p p pii  _ pi 

Lemmaa 5.4 The class ofC in Pic(B x F) is even. 

PROOF.. Just as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the class [B]  of B in Pic(P*  x D) is 
even.. The class [C]  is the pullback of [B] via the base change F —  D. Hence [C] is 
alsoo even. Ü 

Sincee the class of C in Pic(B x F) is even, we can construct a double cover g : 
TT —  B x F ramified precisely along C. The surface T is smooth since the branch 
curvee C is. Composing g with the projection onto B yields a family of curves 
7TBB : T -* B. 

Theoremm 5.5 For the family KB 'T —> B constructed above we have: 
1.1. ITS : T —* B is a complete family of smooth curves of genus 31. 
2.2. The fibers of irp : T —* F are stable curves of genus 23. The generic fiber 

isis a smooth curve of genus 23. The singular fibers are irreducible curves of 
geometricalgeometrical genus 22 with one ordinary node, mapping onto B with degree 
22 via 'KB-

3.3. The family KB  T —+ B has no sections. 

PROOF.. (1) Since C is a curve of bidegree (12,4) in B x F, every fiber of TTB : T —  B 
iss a double cover of the curve F ramified in 12 points. Since C —  B is unramified, 
thesee points are distinct. Hence the fibers of WB  T —  B are smooth. 

Theree are no non-constant maps from B to F, since g(B) = 11 and g{F) = 13. 
Noww (2) and (3) follow as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
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Remarkk 5.6 One can realize this result even with curves of lower genus. If one 
choosess F —> D to have degree 6, then g(F) — 7 and g(B) = 11. A map B —  F has 
too be constant, because it cannot be an isomorphism and covers of F of degree 2 or 
moree have genus at least 13. 
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Somee results on complete surfaces 

Ass we have seen, the geometry of Mg allows us to say something about the existence 
off  complete curves: for all g > 3 they do exist. Moreover, we can construct explicit 
examples,, in any genus g > 3. 

Ass for the existence of complete surfaces, the situation is much more mysterious. 
Completee surfaces in Mg do not exist for g < 3. For g = 2 this follows from the fact 
thatt M2 is affine. For g = 3, any complete surface contained in M3 would intersect 
thee hyperelliptic locus #3 in a complete curve (#3 is ample on M3—on M3 the class 
off  i/3 equals 9A, which is ample). Since #3 is affine, this is impossible. 

Diaz'ss upper bound (Theorem 1.6) tells us that for g > 4, the moduli space Mg 

mayy contain complete surfaces. In Chapter 1 and 2 we have shown examples, but 
theyy live in Mg, g > 8 (Fact 1.12 and Theorem 2.3). For g — 4, 5, 6 and 7 this 
problemm is completely open. However, in Chapter 4 we demonstrated the existence 
off  a complete surface in MQ in odd characteristic. 

Inn the following we state some general facts which can be deduced for complete 
surfacess in Mg or, correspondingly, for non-degenerate families of smooth curves 
overr a complete surface, in characteristic 0. 

6.11 Complete surfaces in Mg and the classification of 
surfaces s 

Forr g > 4 complete surfaces may exist in Mg. Such a complete surface gives rise to 
aa complete family X —* S of smooth curves, where 5 is a smooth algebraic surface, 
inn the following way. 
1.. Suppose So C Mg is a complete surface. In particular, So is projective. The 

spacee Mg does not admit a universal curve, but after adding a level n structure 
(nn > 3), a universal curve exists. So after a finite base change, we get a family 
off  smooth curves X\ — 5i, with S\ a finite cover of So- So S\ is projective as 
well. . 

2.. Desingularizing S\ and base changing, we get a family X2 —* S2 of smooth 
curves,, where S2 is smooth and projective. Note that the composite map 
522 —  Mg is generically finite, but it may have 1-dimensional fibers. 

Inn the case of complete families of curves over a 1-dimensional base, we saw that 
thatt the base has genus > 2. In particular, the base is a curve of general type. 
Wee claim that for 2-dimensional families a similar result holds, i.e., the base of a 
2-dimensionall  complete family of smooth curves is of general type. We prove this 
inn the following two theorems. 
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Theoremm 6.1 Let f : X —  S be a non-degenerate family of smooth curves. If S 
isis a smooth projective surface which is minimal, then S is of general type. 

PROOF.. We recall the classification of smooth, projective minimal surfaces. For a 
smooth,, projective variety X the Kodaira dimension is the dimension of <j> nK{X) 
forr n » 0. In the case \nK\ is empty for all n we set K = — oo. For surfaces, we 
havee K = —oo, 0, 1 or 2. If K = 2, the surface S is called of general type. We use 
thee classification of minimal smooth projective surfaces (see [8]): 

KK = — oo In this case S is birationally equivalent to a P1-bundle over a curve. Then S 
iss swept out by rational curves. The restriction of X —* S to these rational 
curvess is isotrivial, since every family of smooth algebraic curves over P1 is 
isotrivial.. This implies that the image of S in Mg is at most a curve, which 
iss absurd. 

K - 00 To this case correspond four different types of surfaces. 
AbelianAbelian surfaces (pg = 1 and q — 2). 
Sincee the universal cover of an abelian surface S is C2, a complete family of 
smoothh curves has to be constant: a map S —*  Mg induces a holomorphic 
mapp C2 —f Hg, the Siegel upper half plane, which is analytically equivalent 
too a bounded domain. Therefore, the image of S in Mg is a point. This 
contradictss the assumption that ƒ : X —  S is a non-degenerate family. 
KBKB surfaces (pg = 1 and q = 0). 
Considerr the map S —> Mg. Because 7ri(5, *) is trivial, we can trivialize 
RR11 /*Z over S. This yields a morphism S —  Hg which must be constant, 
sincee S is a projective surface and Hg is equivalent to a bounded domain. 
Hencee the image of S in Mg is a point. 
EnriquesEnriques surfaces {pg = 0 and q = 0). 
Everyy Enriques surface S admits a double étale cover S —> S, with S a K3 
surface.. So this case reduces to the previous case. 
Bi-ellipticBi-elliptic or hyperelliptic surfaces (pg = 0 and q = 1). 
Hyperellipticc surfaces are fiberd over P1 by a pencil of elliptic curves [29]. 
Hencee such a surface contains infinitely many elliptic curves, over which the 
familyy of curves must be isotrivial. This is absurd. 

KK = 1 Let 5 be a minimal surface with K = 1. Then there is a smooth curve B 
andd a surjective morphism 5 - > f l whose general fiber is an elliptic curve. 
Hencee S contains infinitely many elliptic curves, which is absurd. D 

InIn fact, in Theorem 6.1 we can get rid of the assumption that S is minimal. This is 
thee content of the following theorem. 

Theoremm 6.2 Let ƒ : X —* S be a non-degenerate, complete family of smooth 
curvescurves of genus g > 4. If S a smooth projective surface, then S is of general 
type. type. 

PROOF.. Suppose that ƒ : X —* S is a non-degenerate family of smooth curves, 
withh S smooth and projective. If K(S) = -oo, then S contains infinitely many 
rationall  curves, which is impossible (since ƒ : X —* S is non-degenerate, the map 
SS —> Mg has generically finite fibers, so only a finite number of curves in S get 
contracted—butt any rational curve in S gets contracted.) 
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Thereforee we may assume that K(X) > 0. Let S" be the minimal model of S and 
lett 7T: S —  S' the natural map. 

Supposee 5' is an abelian surface. The family X —  S gives a functorial map S —  Mg. 
Sincee 5 —  S' is birational, this map factors via S —> S' (since S — M9 contracts 
P ^ ).. So we have a map S'  Mg. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 

Iff  S' is a K3 surface, then TT\(S, *)  = 7Ti(S', *) = 0, so the argument given in 
thee proof of Theorem 6.1 applies: the period map gives a morphism S —* Hg, which 
mustt be constant. 

Iff  S' is an Enriques surface, then pulling back to the double K3 cover of S' 
reducess to the case that S' is a K3 surface. 

Iff  S' is bielliptic, then S' contains infinitely many elliptic curves, so the same 
holdss for S. Again, this is absurd. 

Finally,, if K(S") = 1, then also S contains infinitely many elliptic curves, since 
SS is birational to S'. This is absurd.

Remarkk 6.3 In her thesis from 1998, Emanuela Nicorestianu independently proves 
Theoremm 6.2 (see [44]). Her proof of Theorem 6.1 is essentially the same as the one 
givenn above, but the way in which she deduces Theorem 6.2 from Theorem 6.1 
iss different. In [44] she shows that any family of smooth curves X —*  S over a 
non-singularr surface S descends to a family of smooth curves X' —  S', with S' the 
minimall  model of S. 

6.22 Surfaces in the locus of curves wit h nontrivia l au-
tomorphisms s 

AA standard way to construct complete families of smooth curves is via cyclic cov-
erings.. Thus the base of such a family maps to the locus of curves with non-trivial 
automorphisms.. For g > 4 this locus is precisely the singular locus of Mg. 

Forr g = 4 or 5, it turns out that the locus of curves with automorphisms does 
nott contain complete surfaces. The rest of this section contains a proof of this claim. 
Thee main result is Theorem 6.6. To prove this we need two lemmas. 

Lemmaa 6.4 Let C be a smooth curve and A c C " the big diagonal of n-tuples 
(Pi»»  ,Pn) with Pi = Pj for some i ^ j . Then Cn \ A does not contain a 
completecomplete surface. 

PROOF.. Suppose that S C Cn \ A is a complete surface, and n > 3. The projection 
off  S onto the first n - 1 coordinates of C" is a complete subvariety of Cn _1 \ A. 
Thee fiber over {pi,... ,pn- i ) is finite, since it is contained in C \ {pi , . . . ,pn- i } -
Itt follows that the projection of S is a complete surface in Cn~l \ A. A repeated 
applicationn of this step yields a complete surface in C2 \ A, which is absurd. D 
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Lemmaa 6.5 If the moduli space of n-pointed genus g curves MSiTl contains a 
completecomplete surface, then g > 4, or g = 3 and n>\. 

PROOF.. For n > 3 the space M0fn is isomorphic to (P1 \ {0,1, oo})n~3 \ A. Hence 
Mo,nn is affine and does not contain any complete subvarieties of dimension > 0. 

Forr n > 1 the moduli space M\ n̂ maps to M\,\ which is affine. Hence a complete 
surfacee would be completely contained in a fiber of Mi iTl —> M\,\. The fiber over 
(E,(E, 0) is a finite quotient of (E \ 0)"_1 \ A, that is quasi-affine and does not contain 
anyy complete subvarieties of dimension > 0. 

Forr g > 2, let [C]  be a point of Mg. The fiber of Mg,n -  Mg over [C]  is a finite 
quotientt of Cn \ A. By Lemma 6.4 these fibers contain at most complete curves. 
Soo the image of a complete surface under MgjTl —*  Mg has dimension at least one, 
i.e.,, Mg contains a complete curve. Thus g > 3. Finally, M3 does not contain a 
completee surface (Theorem 1.6). D 

Theoremm 6.6 Suppose that the locus in Mg(C) of curves with non-trivial auto-
morphismsmorphisms contains a complete surface. Then g > 6. 

PROOF.. In [12], Cornalba has classified (over C) the irreducible components of the 
locuss of curves with automorphisms. Each component is a family S(p, 7; CL\, ..., an) 
off  curves C having an automorphism a of prime order p, such that Cja has genus 7 
andd C —> Cja has n branch points q\,..., qn and can be defined by a pth root of 
YA=IYA=I Uilii  w n ere the a*  are integers between 1 and p—1. Modulo p, the n-tuple (04)1 
iss up to permutation and up to multiplication by an integer uniquely determined by 
thee cover. If C has genus g, then 

2g-22g-2 = p{21-2) + n(jp-l) 

byy the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. 
Choosee m > 3 and denote by Mg [m]  the moduli space of curves of genus g with 

levell  m structure. Over M5[m] we have a universal curve Cff[m]. By [13], thm. 
1.11,, there exists a scheme A = Autji/ fl[m](Cff[m]), finite and unramified over Mg[m], 
representingg the functor of automorphism sets. Denote by Ap the closed subscheme 
off  A representing automorphisms of order dividing p. Let A'p = Ap \ A\. It is easy 
too see that this is finite over Mg[m].  The image of A'p in Mg is a union of several 
S(p,S(p, 7, a i , . . ., an). Let T(p,7,a1}..., an) be the inverse image of S(p,7, a\,..., an) 
inn A'p. The space T(p,7,01, . .. ,an) maps onto M7i„ . So a complete surface in 
S(p,S(p, 7, a i , . . ., an) would via pull-back to Ap give a complete surface in Af7i„ . 

Forr g < 3 we know already that Mg itself does not contain any complete surfaces. 
Too prove the theorem we have to deal only with the cases g = 4 and g = 5. 
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Inn M4 the locus of curves with nontrivial automorphisms has nine irreducible com-
ponents: : 

dimensionn 1: 5(5,0; 1,1,1,2) maps to: M0,4 
5(5,0;; 1,2,3,4) M0:4 

3:: 5(3,0; 1,1,1,1,1,1) M0,6 

5(3,0;; 1,1,1,2,2,2) M0,6 

5(3,1;; 1,1,1) Afi,3 

5:: 5(2,2; 1,1) M2,2 

6:: 5(2,1; 1,1,1,1,1,1) Mi,6 

7:: 5(2,0; 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) ^0,10 

AA complete surface in the locus of curves with automorphisms of M4 would map to 
aa complete surface in one of the moduli spaces M7in in the list. But by Lemma 6.5 
noo such M7)„  contains a complete surface. 

Inn M5 the locus of curves with nontrivial automorphisms has seven irreducible 
components.. Again by Lemma 6.5 it follows that no component of the locus of 
curvess with automorphisms of M5 can contain a complete surface: 

dimensionn 0: 5(11,0; 1,2,8) 
4:: 5(3,0; 1,1,1,1,1,2,2) 

5(3,1;; 1,1,2,2) 

mapss to: 

5(2,3) ) 
5(2,2,1,1,1,1) ) 
5(2,1;; 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
5(2,0;; 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 

M),3 3 
M 0,7 7 
M M M 

M3 3 

M2,4 4 
Mi i 8 8 

Mo,, 12 D D 

Remarkk 6.7 Whereas for g = 4 or 5 the moduli space Mg cannot contain complete 
surfacess in the singular locus (in characteristic 0 or greater than 11), M6 can in 
characteristicc greater than 2. 

Onee component of the singular locus of M6 is 5(2,3; 1,1). This is a cover of M3)2. 
Inn characteristic p > 2 we can show that M^2 contains a complete surface, which in 
turnn gives rise to a complete surface in Me- This is the content of Chapter 4. 





CHAPTERR 7 

Speculations s 

Whereass the previous chapters contain results on complete subvarieties of Mg, this 
chapterr contains only questions. Questions which possibly might give rise to further 
research. . 

7.11 The genus of the base curve 

Iff  one tries to write down a naive example of a non-degenerate complete family 
off  smooth curves of low genus, there are a few things one could try. For instance, 
onee could try to construct a family of double, ramified covers of P1 ramified in six 
points—yieldingg a family of curves of arithmetic genus 2. Or one could start off 
withh a curve in the P14 of degree 4 curves in P2—which yields a family of curves of 
arithmeticc genus 3. 

Inn either way, one discovers that the limiting fibers in the resulting families of 
curvess do acquire singularities. In the first case because of the collapsing of branch 
points.. In the second case because of the fact that the locus of singular degree 4 
curvess in P2 is a hypersurface in P1 4. And indeed constructing complete families 
off  smooth curves is not straightforward. 

Ass a matter of fact, complete families of smooth curves of genus g do not exist for 
gg = 0, 1 or 2. This follows from the fact that the corresponding moduli spaces Mo, 
Mii  and Mi are 'too small': Mo is a point, M\ is isomorphic to the affine line and 
M22 is a 3-dimensional variety which is affine [30], hence does not contain complete 
curves.. However, in Chapter 1 we have seen that for g > 3 complete families of 
smoothh algebraic curves of genus g do exist if g > 3. 

Whatt about the base curves of such families? Over C the base of a complete 
familyy of smooth algebraic curves i not P1 or an elliptic curve, since such families 
necessarilyy have singular fibers. This is a consequence of the following facts: 

1.. Every non-isotrivial family of curves of g > 1 over P1 admits at least three 
singularr fibers. 

2.. Every non-isotrivial family of curves of genus g > 1 overr an elliptic curve has at 
leastt one singular fiber. 

Too see this, suppose C —* B is a family of curves of genus g > 1. Let B° be the 
(non-empty)) subset of B over which the fibers are smooth curves. The functorial 
mapp B° —  Mg can be composed with the Torelli map Mg —> Ag. The composition 
B°B° —» Ag can be lifted to the universal cover Hg, the Siegel upper half space of 
symmetricc g by g matrices with positive definite imaginary part. The Siegel upper 
halff  space is equivalent to a bounded domain. 

Thee universal covers of P1, C and C* are P1 and C which are unbounded. By 
Liouville'ss theorem, every map of P1, C and C* into Hg is constant. So if B = P1, 
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thenn P1 \B° must consist of at least three points. This proves (1). In the same vein, 
thee universal cover of an elliptic curve E is C. So if B = E, then B\B° consists of 
att least one point. This proves (2). 

Forr families of semi-stable curves over P1 or an elliptic curve we have the following 
results: : 

3.. Every non-isotrivial family of semi-stable curves of genus g > 1 over P1 admits 
att least 4 singular fibers. (Beauville [7]) 

4.. Every non-isotrivial family of semi-stable curves of genus g > 2 over P1 admits 
att least 5 singular fibers. (Beauville [7], Tan [48]) 

5.. Every non-isotrivial family of semi-stable curves of genus 2 over an elliptic curve 
hass at least two singular fibers. 

PROOFF OF 5. We apply a theorem of Tan [48], which states that: 

d e g A < | ( 2f f ( C ) -22 + s), 

wheree C is the base curve of the family, s the number of singular fibers, and g the 
genuss of the fiber. The theorem is a consequence of the so-called canonical class 
inequality.. Applying this theorem to the case in which C is an elliptic curve and 
gg — 2, we get degA < s. Since deg A > 1 for a non-isotrivial family, we get s > 2. D 

Remarkk 7.1 In characteristic p > 0 the so-called Moret-Bailly families are exam-
pless of non-isotrivial families of principally polarized abelian varieties over P1 [37]. 
However,, in positive characteristic families of semi-stable curves of genus 1 over P1 

havee at least four singular fibers [43]. 

AA natural question is: what is in characteristic 0 the minimal genus 7S of the base 
curvee of a 1-dimensional complete family of smooth curves of genus g? We have 
seenn the following examples: 

(a)) Kodaira's construction gives a complete family of smooth curves of genus 6 over 
aa base curve of genus 9 (Theorem 1.17); 

(b)) the example of Gonzalez-Diez and Harvey yields a complete family of smooth 
curvess of genus 4 over a base curve of genus 9 (Theorem 1.19). 

Thuss 74 < 9 and 76 < 9. By (1) and (2), we have j g > 2 for all g > 2. So we have 
thatt 2 < 74 < 9 and 2 < 75 < 9. The main question is to find good lower and upper 
boundss for yg. 
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7.22 Can M4 contain a complete surface? 

Accordingg to Diaz's bound, Mg does not contain any complete surfaces for g < 3. 
Soo M4 is the first place to look for complete surfaces. In the rest of this section we 
tryy to tackle this question from several directions. 

Theree are two approaches: (a) try to construct such a surface, or (b) try to 
disprovee the existence of a complete surface in M4. 

7.2.11 A COMPUTATION IN THE CHOW RING OF M4 

Iff  a complete surface would exist in M4, then it would determine a dimension 2 class 
inn the Chow ring of M\. 

Faberr has determined the structure of the Chow ring of M4 completely (see [20]). 
Faberr showed that A*(M4) = Q[KI]/K\.  In particular: 

A 1 ( M 4 )) = Q - K I ^ 0 , 

AA22(M(M 44)) = Q-KI^O, 

AAkk(M(M44)) = 0 for k > 2. 

Fromm this we conclude that the class of a complete surface in M4 would be zero. 
Onn the other hand, the class of a complete surface in the Chow ring of M4 is 

nott zero. Faber has suggested a natural candidate for the class of a complete surface 
inn M4, namely A3A4 (see [22]). This is a dimension 2 class which has the following 
properties: : 

A3A44  a = 0 for all a € A+{M4 \ M4), 

A3A4/C?? ^ 0. 

AA complete surface in M4 would have precisely the same properties. 

Questionn 7.2 A complete surface in M4 determines a dimension two class in the 
Choww ring of M4. Is this class necessarily a multiple of A3A4? 

Onee way to obtain complete curves in Mg is to embed Mg via a multiple of A in a 
projectivee space and then to take hyperplane sections. Can one use the same trick 
too arrive at a complete surface in M4, by using a different line bundle? 

Too be more precise: the Picard group of the stack M4 (with Q-coefficients) is 
generatedd by A, £0» #1 and fo- For a, 6, c, d G Z write H = a\+böo+có~i+dÖ2. Suppose 
thatt H is sufficiently positive. Since the dimension of M4 is 9, we can ask ourselves 
whetherr H7 could be a surface which has intersection zero with all codimension 2 
boundaryy classes. In part, this comes down to an explicit computation, since all 
intersectionn numbers of monomials in A, <$o> Si and 82 are explicitly computed by 
Faberr [21]. This computation leads to the following. 

Theoremm 7.3 The only Z-linear combination of A, SQ, 6\ and 62 whose 7th power 
hashas zero intersection with the boundary classes XSo, A5i, AJ2, ÖQ, 6QÖ\, öofo, $\, 
61S261S2 and b\ is the zero combination. 
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PROOF.. Write i / = a\+b6o+cöi+dö~2. Intersecting H7 with the denoted boundary 
classess and putting the resulting intersection numbers equal to zero, we get nine 
equationss with rational coefficients in a, b, c and d, homogeneous of degree 7. Taking 
thee primitive part of these equations, we look for solutions modulo a prime. Using 
Maple,, one finds non-trivial solutions modulo 2 and 5, but only the trivial solution 
moduloo 3 and 7. D 

Remarkk 7.4 In [21] Faber gives algorithms for computing intersection numbers 
onn moduli spaces of curves. In the programs Faber has developed, one uses tables 
off  intersection numbers of the classes fa on M5i„  made by the author of this thesis. 
Thee programs may be found at ht tp: / /math.stanford.edu/~vakil 

Remarkk 7.5 Since A3A4 is a candidate for the class of a complete surface in M4 
inn the Chow ring of M4, one can ask oneself if one can get a complete surface by 
intersectingg M4 with two different hypersurfaces K and L. For instance, one can 
studyy intersections of type K4L3. 

Considerr two Z-linear combinations K and L of the divisor classes A, 5Q, S\ and 
82-82- Suppose K4  L3 intersects the boundary classes XSQ, A5I, \è~2, ÖQ, ÖOS\, £0̂ 21 <5i> 
S162S162 and S% trivially. 

Thee relation ^(lOA — 60 — 2S\) = 0 (see [20]) gives two irrelevant solutions. 
Moduloo 11 there are two different solutions, but these do not give solutions over Z, 
ass a computation shows. Moreover, it turns out that there are no solutions congruent 
moduloo 11 to one of the irrelevant solutions, but different from it. 

7.2.22 T HE PRYM CONSTRUCTION FOR M4 

Givenn the construction from Chapter 3, it is an obvious question to ask if this 
constructionn can be iterated to obtain a complete surface in M4. Namely, consider a 
2-dimensional2-dimensional family of smooth genus 8 curves as obtained in Chapter 2. Every fiber 
iss a double cover of a genus 4 curve, which itself is a double cover of a bi-elliptic 
curvee of genus 2. Applying fiberwise the Prym construction, we obtain a family 
off  4-dimensional Prym varieties, which are principally polarized abelian varieties. 
Cann all these principally polarized abelian varieties be Jacobians of smooth genus 4 
curves? ? 

Theoremm 7.6 Consider a 2-dimensional complete family of smooth genus 8 curves 
asas obtained in Chapter 2. Consider the 2-dimensional family of principally 
polarizedpolarized abelian varieties of dimension 4 which arises by taking fiberwise Pryms. 
ThenThen not all Pryms are Jacobians of smooth genus 4 curves. 

PROOF.. For the Pryms to be Jacobians, the base curve in the double coverings has 
too be trigonal, with the varying pairs of two distinct branch points contained in 
elementss of the g\ (exercise 10, p. 407 in [9]; to apply the exercise, note that on the 
basee curves we have to identify the branch points, so we consider nodal, genus 5 
curves). . 

http://math.stanford.edu/~vakil
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Soo we have to check this for the 1-dimensional family of genus 4 curves obtained in 
Chapterr 2. Clearly, at least one of those curves is non-hyperelliptic. The case of 
aa <?3 with a total ramification point is obviously excluded. 

Lett C be a curve in the family with a «73 with only simple ramification points. 
Itt is not difficult to show that the inverse image in C3 of the g\ in C  ̂ is a smooth 
curvee of genus 13 that is an unramified triple cyclic cover of a smooth hyperelliptic 
curvee of genus 5 with the same twelve branch points as the g\ on C (see [19], §6). 
Thiss triple cover is necessarily connected. Hence it intersects the three components 
off  the big diagonal in C3. Therefore this case is excluded as well. D 

7.2.33 DIAZ' S FILTRATION OF M4 

Inn 1984 Diaz proved that g — 2 is an upper bound for the dimension of a complete 
subvarietyy of Mg [16]. In the proof he used the following stratification of Mg\ 

00 = Hg(g, 1) C Hg(g,2) C Hg(g,3) C  C Hg(g,g- 1) C Hg(g,g) = Mg. 

Heree Hg(i,j)  denotes the closure in Mg of the image of the Hurwitz scheme of 
genuss g coverings n : C —* P1 of degree at most i, with |TT—""̂ ({O, oo})| < j and 
simplee ramification elsewhere. Diaz proves that the differences Hg(i, j) \ Hg(i, j — 1) 
doo not contain any complete curves. This fact combined with the length of the 
stratificationn gives the upper bound g — 2. 

Becausee the general genus 4 curve has a g$, we have #4(3,4) = M4. So for M4 
onee may take a slightly smaller stratification: 

#4(3,1)) = 0 C tf4(3,2) c i/4(3,3) C tf4(3,4) = M4. 

Thee general element of #4(3,3) is a genus 4 curve which possesses a base point free £3 
withh one point of total ramification, and #4(3,2) is the union of the hyperelliptic 
locuss and the locus of curves which possess a base point free £3 with at least two 
pointss of total ramification. 

Withh this filtration we can make Diaz's upper bound explicit for M4, as follows. 
Supposee T is a complete threefold in M4. Consider rn / f4( 3 ,3 ): this intersection 
iss complete. Moreover, it necessarily has dimension 2. For if dim(Tn//4(3,3)) < 1, 
thenn by cutting T with two sufficiently general hyperplanes in a projective embed-
dingg of M4, one would obtain a complete curve in T\H4(3,3), contradicting the fact 
thatt /f4(3,4) \ #4(3,3) does not contain any complete curves. The same argument 
showss that T n #4(3,2) is complete and of dimension at least 1. But #4(3,2) can 
nott contain any complete curves (see [14]). So in M4 there is no complete threefold. 

Supposee there exists in M4 a complete surface. In the way described above, such a 
surfacee would give rise to a complete curve in #4(3,3). Such a curve can be lifted to 
aa one-dimensional family of smooth genus 4 curves. The generic fiber of this family 
iss a smooth genus 4 curve having a base point free #3 with precisely one point of 
totall  ramification. The special fibers of this family are either smooth hyperelliptic 
curvess of genus 4, or smooth genus 4 curves with a base point free g\ with at least 
twoo points of total ramification. 

Soo the non-existence of such a family of curves would disprove the existence of 
aa complete surface in M4. We formulate this as a corollary. 
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Corollar yy 7.7 Suppose one can prove that there does not exist a non-isotrivial 
familyfamily of genus 4 curves over a complete base, in such a way that the general 
fiberfiber carries a g\ with one point of total ramification. Then there does not exist 
aa complete surface in M4. 
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Ditt proefschrift gaat over complete deelvariëteiten van moduli-ruimten van alge-
braïschebraïsche krommen. Dit een onderwerp komt uit de algebraïsche meetkunde, een tak 
vann wiskunde die meetkundige objecten bestudeert die beschreven kunnen worden 
mett vergelijkingen als y2 = x3 — 5x of x3 + y3 + z3 + 3xyz = 1 (in het algemeen: 
eenn of meerdere vergelijkingen in machten van x, y, z, . . . ). De objecten die door 
dezee vergelijkingen beschreven worden, heten algebraïsche variëteiten. Dat kunnen 
bijvoorbeeldd punten zijn, maar ook krommen, oppervlakken of hoger-dimensionale 
objecten. . 

Algebraïschee meetkunde bestudeert de meetkundige eigenschappen van deze va-
riëteiten,, bijvoorbeeld raaklijnen, raakvlakken, snijpunten en snijlijnen. Door mid-
dell  van de vergelijkingen kan aan de meetkundige objecten gerekend worden. Dat 
rekenenn gebeurt op een vrij abstract niveau: het gaat om algemene eigenschappen 
diee uit een bepaald type vergelijking afgeleid kunnen worden. Een klassiek voorbeeld 
iss de configuratie van 27 lijnen op een kubisch oppervlak (een oppervlak gegeven 
doorr een vergelijking van graad drie in x, y en z). 

Dee 27 lijnen op het Clebsch oppervlak x3 + y3 + z3 + 1 = (x + y + z + l ) 3 . 
Ditt is geen toeval: op élk (glad) oppervlak van graad drie liggen precies 27 lijnen. 

INTERMEZZOO Kegelsneden 
Ookk in het dagelijks leven komen we algebraïsche oppervlakken tegen: denk bij-
voorbeeldd aan de gekromde schaaldaken van sommige moderne gebouwen en aan 
koeltorenss van electriciteitscentrales. Deze vorm van deze koeltorens staat in de 
algebraïschee meetkunde bekend als een regeloppervlak. 

Koeltorenss van electriciteitscentrales (links) hebben de vorm van 
eenn regeloppervlak (rechts, de vergelijking is x2 + y2 — z2 = 1) 
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Dee studie van de algebraïsche meetkunde is niet zozeer gericht op toepassingen, 
maarr lijk t meer op de wiskunde van de oude Grieken. De Griekse meetkundigen 
warenn geïnteresseerd in algemene wetmatigheden en in schoonheid. Bij kegelsneden 
bijvoorbeeldd ging het hen om alle mogelijke vormen die je krijgt door een kegel met 
eenn vlak te snijden (parabool, hyperbool, cirkel en ellips). 

Vanaff  de zestiende eeuw worden kegelsneden ook bestudeerd aan de hand van 
hunn vergelijking: ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0. Afhankelijk van de precieze 
waardee van a,b,..., ƒ kan deze vergelijking herleid worden tot die van een para-
bool,, hyperbool, cirkel of ellips (gesteld dat de kegelsnede "glad" is). Algebraïsche 
meetkundee is de voortzetting van deze studie naar vergelijkingen van hogere graad. 

Vierr verschillende kegelsneden: cirkel, ellips, parabool en hyperbool 

Algebraïschee krommen 
Eenn algebraïsche kromme is een 1-dimensionaal meetkundig object gegeven door 
eenn of meer vergelijkingen. Klassiek werden algebraïsche krommen geval voor geval 
bestudeerdd aan de hand van vergelijkingen. Krommen dragen poëtische namen als 
foliumfolium van Descartes, limagon van Pascal of duivelskromme. 

HetHet folium van Descartes: De limagon van Pascal: De duivelskromme: 
xx33 + y3 = 3axy (x2 + y2-2ax)2 = b2(x2 + y2) y4 - x4 + ay2 + bx2 = 0 

All ee krommen in de bovenstaande figuur hebben een zelf door snij ding: een punt 
waarinn de kromme zichzelf snijdt. Wiskundig is dit een geval van een singulier punt. 
Dergelijkee singuliere punten kunen worden "opgelost" door middel van verschillende 
technieken.. Het resultaat is een kromme zónder singuliere punten (maar in een 
hoger-dimensionalee ruimte), een zogenaamde gladde kromme. De eigenschappen van 
dee oorspronkelijke kromme (met zelfdoorsnijdingen) zijn af te leiden uit de nieuw 
geconstrueerdee gladde kromme. 

Ditt "oplossen van singulariteiten" til t de bestudering van krommen naar een 
abstracterr niveau. Het maakt niet meer uit of een kromme in het platte vlak, in de 
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drie-dimensionalee ruimte of in een hoger-dimensionale ruimte ligt. Het gaat om de 
eigenschappenn van de kromme zelf. 

Rechtss een kromme met een singulariteit, links het inverse beeld van 
diee kromme onder "opblazen". Het resultaat is een gladde kromme. 

INTERMEZZOO Waarom zo weinig plaatjes? 
Inn de tijd dat ik studeerde was het boek Compact Complex Surfaces [5] een stan-
daardwerkk in de theorie van de algebraïsche oppervlakken. "Met 6 figuren", ver-
meldtt het titelblad. De zes bewuste figuren blijken ook nog eens vrij abstract te zijn. 
Daaroverr heb ik me indertijd verbaasd. Het boek behandelt de classificatie (over 
dee complexe getallen) van alle algebraïsche oppervlakken, en die zijn er in talloze 
soortenn en gedaanten. Maar afbeeldingen daarvan ontbreken. 

Voorr het ontbreken van die plaatjes zijn tal van redenen te geven. Zo is een 
complexx oppervlak een vierdimensionaal object (over de reële getallen) en daarom 
niett makkelijk te visualiseren. Verder bestonden er in de tijd van verschijning van 
hett boek geen geschikte computerprogramma's om dergelijke oppervlakken weer te 
geven.. Maar de belangrijkste reden is een andere, namelijk dat meetkundigen wel 
degelijkk plaatjes maken, maar alleen in hun hoofd. Die plaatjes zijn vrij rudimen-
tair.. Bij "kruisende lijnen" en bij "snijdende vlakken" kan iedereen zich een plaatje 
indenken.indenken. Dat is wat meetkundigen doen—hun denkstappen en hun berekeningen 
wordenn mentaal begeleid door dergelijke voorstellingen. 

Mett dit proefschrift is hetzelfde aan de hand. Het onderwerp is meetkundig van 
aard.. Maar de objecten die erin voorkomen zijn om verschillende redenen niet meer 
goedd weer te geven met plaatjes, bijvoorbeeld omdat het aantal dimensies groter is 
dann drie. In het bijzonder zijn de moduliruimten die we bestuderen allemaal hoger-
dimensionaal.. Maar bij alles wat er in dit proefschrift gebeurt, verschijnen bij de 
auteurr en bij vakgenoten beelden in het hoofd, ongeveer zoals een componist muziek 
hoortt als hij een partituur leest. 

Moduliruimte n n 
Inn de moderne algebraïsche meetkunde worden krommen niet meer één voor één 
bestudeerd,, maar allemaal tegelijk. De opdracht die meetkundigen zichzelf stellen 
iss om alle algebraïsche krommen in één keer te begrijpen. 

Omdatt singulariteiten opgelost kunnen worden, is het voldoende alleen gladde 
krommenn te bekijken. Het blijkt dat de verzameling van alle gladde krommen uiteen-
valtt in verschillende families: die van geslacht 0, 1, 2, enzovoort. Het geslacht is een 
getall  dat de kromme karakteriseert. Dit getal valt topologisch te begrijpen (het is 
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hett aantal gaten in een complex model), maar het is ook algebraïsch uit te rekenen 
aann de hand van de gegeven vergelijkingen. Zo heeft een vlakke kromme van graad d 
geslachtt \{d - l)(d - 2). (De graad van een vergelijking is de hoogste macht die in 
dee vergelijking voorkomt.) 

Omm krommen van een bepaald geslacht te bestuderen, beperken we ons tot een 
concreett geval. Als er geen singulariteiten zijn, beschrijft een vergelijking van graad 4 
inn x en y een gladde kromme van geslacht 3. De algemene vergelijking 

axaxAA + bx3y + cx2y2 + dxy3 + ey4 + fx3 + gx2y H \-mx + ny + p = Q 

beschrijftt voor variërende a, b, c, ... alle vlakke krommen van graad 4. 
Dezee familie van vlakke vierdegraads krommen is te groot. Om te beginnen 

bevatt deze familie tal van singuliere krommen. Verder komen krommen meer dan 
eenss voor (elke coördinatentransformatie voert een vergelijking over in een andere 
vergelijking,, maar daardoor verandert de kromme niet wezenlijk). Ten slotte komt 
eenn bepaalde deelklasse van krommen van geslacht 3 in deze familie niet voor: de 
zogenaamdee hyperelliptische krommen. Deze hebben als vergelijking y2 = x7 + qxe + 
rxrx55 +  + vx + w. Deze krommen hebben ook geslacht 4, maar komen niet voor 
alss vlakke kromme. (Deze krommen zijn niet glad, en de formule voor het geslacht 
iss daarom een andere dan die hierboven.) 

All  deze problemen kunnen worden opgelost. Met behulp van geavanceerde alge-
braïschee meetkunde is het mogelijk om een ideale parameterruimte te construeren. 
Inn zo'n ideale parameterruimte stelt elk punt een kromme voor en komt elke gladde 
krommee precies één keer voor. Zo'n parameterruimte heet een moduli-ruimte. Voor 
elkk gegeven getal g > 0 is er een moduli-ruimte van krommen van geslacht g. De 
dimensiee van deze moduli-ruimte, notatie Mg, is voor g > 2 gelijk aan 3g-3. Krom-
menn van geslacht 3 hebben dus een zesdimensionale moduli-ruimte—dit betekent dat 
krommenn van geslacht 3 in essentie van zes parameters afhangen. 

INTERMEZZOO Toepassingen in de snaartheorie 
Eenn "hot" onderwerp in de theoretische fysica is de zogenaamde snaartheorie. In 
dezee theorie worden elementaire deeltjes niet beschreven door bolletjes, maar door 
"snaren",, een soort door de ruimte vliegende elastiekjes. Doordat die elastiekjes op 
verschillendee manieren kunnen bewegen en trillen, hebben ze veel meer vrijheids-
gradenn dan een klassiek puntdeeltje. 

Eenn interactie van elementaire deeltjes kan worden weergegeven als de beweging 
vann een aantal snaren in de tijd. De grafiek hiervan vormt een Riemann-oppervlak, 
eenn klassiek wiskundig object dat opgevat kan worden als een algebraïsche kromme 
(ziee de figuur hieronder). Theoretische fysici zijn dan geïnteresseerd in de ruimte 
vann alle mogelijke interacties, en dat is precies onze moduli-ruimte van krommen. 
Fysicii  willen bijvoorbeeld over deze moduli-ruimte kunnen integreren. 

tt % 

Interactiee van snaren in de tijd geeft aanleiding tot een Riemann-oppervlak. 
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Moduli-ruimtenn van krommen en andere verwante moduli-ruimten worden daar-
omm zowel door wiskundigen als door theoretische fysici bestudeerd. Dit levert een 
vruchtbaree interactie op tussen beide vakgebieden. Een van de hoogtepunten hiervan 
iss het Witten-vermoeden uit 1991, dat in 1992 bewezen werd door de Russische 
wiskundigee Kontsevich. 

Completee deelvariëteiten 
Elkee familie van gladde krommen van geslacht g bepaalt een deelverzameling of 
deelvariëteitdeelvariëteit van de moduli-ruimte Mg. Omgekeerd "parametriseert" een deelverza-
melingg van Mg een bepaalde klasse van gladde krommen. (We schrijven aanhaling-
stekenss omdat er een klein technisch probleem is: de correspondentie tussen families 
vann krommen en deelverzamelingen van Mg is niet 1-op-l, maar veel-op-1. Voor 
dezee uitleg is dit verschil niet belangrijk.) 

Alss voorbeeld van een familie van krommen nemen we y2 = x(x — l)(x — X). Voor 
AA T̂  0,1 of oo definieert deze vergelijking een gladde kromme van geslacht 1 (een 
zogenaamdee elliptische kromme). We krijgen zodoende een 1-dimensionale familie 
vann elliptische krommen. Voor A = 0,1 of oo is de bijbehorende kromme singulier, 
enn deze singulariteit valt op geen enkele manier op te lossen—in ieder geval niet zó, 
datt het resultaat voor alle A (inclusief oo) een nette familie van gladde krommen is. 
Dee familie y2 = x(x — l)(x — A) is daarom niet compleet. 

Eenn complete familie van gladde krommen is een familie waarvan alle elementen 
enn eventuele limieten daarvan gladde krommen zijn. Een familie van krommen 
waaruitt de singuliere krommen verwijderd zijn, is wel glad maar niet compleet, er 
ontbrekenn bepaalde limieten. Een complete deelvariëteit van Mg is een algebraïsche 
deelverzamelingg van de moduli-ruimte waarvan alle limieten gladde krommen voor-
stellen,, dat wil zeggen, in Mg liggen. (In de complexe topologie komt "compleet" 
overeenn met compact.) 

Inn [25] stelde Joe Harris een aantal vragen over complete deelvariëteiten van Mg: 
voorr welke g bestaan ze, en hoe groot kunnen ze worden? De moduli-ruimte Mg 

zelff  is niet compleet, omdat gladde krommen kunnen "degenereren" tot singulaire 
krommen.. Voor g = 0, 1 en 2 bestaan geen complete deelvariëteiten. Maar voor 
gg > 3 bestaan ze wel. Dit feit zegt iets over de topologie van de moduli-ruimte. Het 
impliceertt bijvoorbeeld dat voor g > 3 de moduliruimte van krommen van geslacht g 
niett isomorf is met de affiene ruimte Asg-s. 

Driee niet-complete families van vlakke krommen. In elk van de familie komen singuliere 
krommenn voor. Deze singuliere krommen zijn essentieel, dat wil zeggen, ze kunnen niet 
zomaarr vervangen worden door gladde krommen. Complete families van gladde krommen 
bestaann ook (zie Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift), maar zijn niet zo makkelijk weer te geven. 

--
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INTERMEZZOO Een onderwerp voor  specialisten 
Hett aantal wiskundigen dat op de hoogte is van de ins en outs van het onderwerp 
vann dit proefschrift is niet zo groot. Maar over welke orde van grootte hebben we 
hett dan? 

Tijdenss mijn promotietijd aan de UvA maakte ik de opkomst van het internet 
mee.. In 1991 werd het World Wide Web geïntroduceerd. Van mijn kamergenoot 
Martijnn Dekker leerde ik de allernieuwste technieken. In 1991 maakte in kennis 
mett de eerste primitieve zoekmachine Gopher, in 1993 met Mosaic, de eerste grafi-
schee browser. Wetenschappers waren de eerste gebruikers van internet. Nog steeds 
wordtt internet door wetenschappers intensief gebruikt. Bijna alle wetenschappelijke 
artikelenn verschijnen eerst op internet als preprint, lang voordat ze in tijdschriften 
verschijnen. . 

Mett behulp van internet kunnen we aangeven hoe gespecialiseerd het onder-
werpp van dit proefschrift is. Een zoektocht met behulp van Google naar de term 
"modulii  space" levert 112.000 hits. De combinatie hiervan met "curves" levert 
46.3000 hits, en met "complete subvariety/ies" 176 hits. Slechts een gedeelte hiervan 
bevatt oorspronkelijk werk over dit onderwerp. 

Kortom,, slechts een klein internationaal gezelschap is actief op het onderwerp 
vann dit proefschrift. Veel verbazing hoeft dat niet te wekken. De frontlinie van de 
wetenschapp is verdeeld in talloze kleine specialismen. Elk specialisme wordt bevolkt 
doorr een select groepje deskundigen. Ieder voor zich maakt misschien niet veel 
voortgang,, maar gezamenlijk worden stap voor stap resultaten geboekt. 

Mij nn resultaten 
Naastt een aantal kleinere resultaten bevat dit proefschrift twee hoofdresultaten. Het 
eerstee (Hoofdstuk 3, gepubliceerd in 1995) is een expliciete beschrijving van een 1-
dimensionalee complete deel variëteit van M3. Met dit resultaat wordt een vraag 
beantwoordd van Joe Harris, die in [25] vroeg om een expliciet voorbeeld van een 
completee familie van gladde krommen van geslacht 3. Tot dan toe waren constructies 
vann complete families van gladde krommen van geslacht 3 dusdanig abstract, dat 
menn daarin niet kon aangeven welke krommen van geslacht 3 nu precies tot de 
geconstrueerdee familie behoorden (al bevat [17] een stap in die richting). 

Hett tweede resultaat is een constructie van een compleet oppervlak in M6 

(Hoofdstukk 4, gepubliceerd in 1999). Dit is een verbetering van de oude situatie, 
waarinn complete oppervlakken alleen bekend waren vanaf g = 8. Dit resultaat heeft 
éénn beperking: het is alleen geldig over coëfficiëntenlichamen met karakteristiek 
ongelijkk aan 0 en 2. 

NAWOORDD Hoe wordt wiskunde bedacht? 
Wiskundeonderzoekk bestaat uit een aantal schijnbaar onsamenhangende activitei-
ten:: artikelen lezen, een praatje maken, een voorbeeld doorrekenen, een bewijsidee 
inn een andere situatie uitproberen, de voortgang van je werk bespreken met col-
lega's,, een colloquium bezoeken. Er is één constante factor: het wiskundig probleem 
waaraann je werkt en dat zich in het hoofd heeft genesteld. Dat probleem is er altijd: 
ookk wanneer je eet, drinkt of slaapt. 

Mij nn beide hoofdresultaten kwamen ogenschijnlijk uit de lucht vallen. Achteraf 
gezienn had ik het eerste resultaat (Hoofdstuk 3) al tijdens mijn afstudeeronderzoek 
inn handen. Daar contrueerde ik een familie van krommen met als vertrekpunt een 
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hyperelliptischee kromme van geslacht 3. De familie die ik daarmee construeerde had 
helaass singuliere vezels. Pas twee, drie jaar later, bij herlezing van mijn scriptie, 
zagg ik—zomaar opeens—dat als ik een niet-hyperelliptische kromme als vertrekpunt 
hadd genomen, ik het resultaat had gekregen dat ik zocht. 

Voorr mijn tweede resultaat (Hoofdstuk 3) geldt iets dergelijks. Ik las een recent 
verschenenn preprint ([31]). Het onderwerp had niet zoveel te maken met mijn eigen 
onderzoek.. Al lezend schoot mij te binnen dat ik een van de hoofdresultaten uit de 
preprintt zou kunnen gebruiken voor het construeren van een complete familie van 
krommenn van geslacht 6. Dat gebeurde zomaar, plotsklaps. 

Helemaall  toevallig waren mijn resultaten natuurlijk niet. In beide gevallen was 
err sprake van een Aha-Erlebnis, waaraan veel noest en geconcentreerd voorwerk 
voorafging. . 

Hett voorgaande laat zien dat het doen van wiskundeonderzoek geen lineair pro-
cess is. Het lijk t maar weinig op het bestuderen van kant-en-klare wiskunde uit 
studieboeken,, laat staan op het maken van sommen. Veel gebeurt in het hoofd. 
Daarinn zitten voorbeelden, theorieën, technieken en intuïties. Verder een hele la-
dingg voorkennis, wiskundevakken die men gestudeerd heeft, boeken en artikelen die 
menn gelezen heeft. 

Nett zo belangrijk als zelfstudie is interactie met anderen. Praten met collega's, 
luisterenn naar voordrachten, het lezen van andermans artikelen. Het zijn deze dingen 
diee een vruchtbare interactie van ideeën genereren en die leiden tot nieuwe inzichten. 
Wiskundee blijf t uiteindelijk mensenwerk. 
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